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The Liberty Boys' Prisoner of War
Or, ACTING AS AIDS TO WASHINGTON
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER !.-Denounced.

"Ale, that we have. You do not live her&abouts?"
There were three men sitting in a tlittle stall in
"No. I am going into Gernumtown, but it is
a roomy, Jow-ceiled, smoky old tavern one day a good walk."
)ate in Se.{Jtember of the year 1777. It was to"Yes, it is," and the landlord bustled away.
ward eyemng, t.he air had grown suddenly. cold
The potboer, having finished with the fire, came
for that time oi the year, and a boy came m to up to the table.
light a log fire on the hearth in the taproom.
"Any orders?" he asked.
The three men sitting in the stall, the red cur"No."
tains of which were drawn aside, were aJ.J of
The boy went away, and quiet being restored,
sterling appearance. This was not so much on the officer said in a low tone:
account of their good looks or their dignified bear"She does not susi}ect?"
ing, either. In :£act, one of the three was de"No," from the man with the patch.
cidedly ill-looking. He had a hook nose, deep"Then we must get her married and get ih"l.1{
set eyes, over one of which he wore a green of the settlement."
patch, a square chin with a scar across it, a big
There were only the three men and the boT• in
mouth, high cheek bones, and a low forehead. the room. Although the men spoke low, the boy
The second of the group was a wiry littJ!e man who appaTently paid no attention to them, heard
with a big nose and ferret eyes, who wore a suit eV'ery word.
of black and a large wig, and kept poking about
"What is a British officer doing in the comas if he expected some unwelcome visitor. The pany of a rascally-looking lawyer and a man who
third man was pompous-looking , with an air of looks like a ihangman ?" he said to himself.
self-importance, and would have been fairly good
"That will be easy," said the little man. "Any
looking if it had not be<:?n for an evil loo\t whicih one will do so Jong as the ceremony is properly
constantly played about his mouth. He wore a performed."
'
military greatcoat, a cocked hait bound with gold
"But the bridegroom will claim the money,
lace, and boots, and seemed to be a person of Lawyer Frilchett," said the man with the patch. rank. He sat on one side of the square table in
"He will sign a paper appointing me as his
the alcove, the two others sitting opposite.
guardian with full power to dispose of the dowry
"Well, Dollard," he said, laying down the long as I see fit," retun1ed the little man.
~temmed clay pipe he had been smoking, "have
The landJ.ord put down the boy's bread and
wou got the girl safe?"
cheese. and buttermilk, gave the fire a poke, and
"Safe as lock and key can ma.Ire it," replied the walked aWa¥.
IDall with the green patch.
.
"What villainy are these three up to?" the boy
The boy was busy with the fire, and made con- asked himself, as he began to eat his bread and
riderable noise. .
cheese.
.
· "Stop that noise, you clown!" snapped the ht"Then we must look for some one who will not
le man. "We can scarcely hear ourselves speak." suspect, and whom we can manage," said Dol"Yes, sir," said the boy; but the noise contin- l~~
.
ied.
"Yes, and if he suspects afterward it will not
The
filre,
freshly
lighted,
roared
and
snapped
matter,"
answered
the officer.
1
md cracked, and conversation was out of the
"Well, he'll have a pretty girl as his wife, even
uestion. It threw out considerable heat, and the if she brings him no marriage portion," chuckled
pmpous-looking man threw back his greatcoat. Filchett.
e act revealed the scarlet coat· of an officer in
"Where will we find one to be the girl's 1.mse British army. At that instant a boy in home- iband?" asked Dollard.
n entered and took a seat at a table not far
The boy in homespun ate his bread and cheese
m the fire.
' and drank his buttermilk, paying as little atten"A British officer, eh?" he said to himself. "I tion, apparently, to the group as if they had not
h the boys were at hand."
been present.
Well, my lad?" said the landlord, coming up.
"Yonder youth at the table, eating bread and
'Some bread and cheese, if you please," the che~se, will serve," said the little man, in a lower
answered.
tone.
Anything to .drink?"
The boy heard him, nevertheless, p ossessing
A mug of buttermilk, if you have it."
very keen hearing.
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"He is old enough?"
"Yes."
"Yes, quite," said the officer. "Can it be done
to-night?"
"With a special license," said Filchett. "There
will be no banns cried."
"Very good. Approach him, Filchett, but be
cautious."
"We could run off with him," whispered Dollard, "and threaten to kill him unless he does as
we say."
"It may not be needful. . He looks a simple
sort."
It was growing dark, and the boy wias placing
lights on the tables, over the fireplace and in
sconces on the wall. '.l'here was a great stam~
ing of feet outside, and then half a dozen redcoats entered. The British held Germantown and
Philadelphia beyond, there were no patriot forces
in the neighlborhood, and so it was safe for the
redcoats to venture froin town. ·
"Good evening, Major," said one of the newcomers. "Ha! you seem in strange company."
"What is it to you what company I keep?" demanded the officer hotly. "I_Jwill thank you to
mind your own business."
'
The other did not hear all of his answer for,
glancing at the boy at the table, he cried excitedly:
"Jove! here is more good company for you.
Do you know this boy ? "
The boy himself seemed the coolest of any one
in the place.
"No, and care less. I do not note every bumpkin I see!" snarlingly.
"Bumpkin? Fiddlesticks! Your bumpkin is
Captain Dick Slater, one of the cleverest young
rebels unhung. Seize him!" to the rest.
The redcoats leaped forward to obey the officer's summons. The. boy suddenly sprang to his
feet, darted to the farther side of the table,
whipped out a biiace of pistols and said, quietly:
"Well, gentlemen, why don't you come and
take me?"
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The landlord, the potboy and a groom entered.
Dick put a pistol over one shoulder. He could
see the newcomers in a mirror over the fireplace,
without turning his head.
"Don't move, any of you," he said. "I can see
well enough to hit any of you."
'.l'he landlord and his assistants were like stone.
Dick Slater knew that there must shortly be . an
end to this suspense. He could not hold all these
people at bay for long. There were two quick
shots, fired almost at the same instant. Then
the two candlesticks over the fireplace fell to
the floor, and the lights were extinguished. The
room was thrown into comparative darkness. Dick
sprang toward the window. He upset a redcoat
leaped upon tilie seat, threw open the sash ano1
dashed out. There was great confusion in th1
taproom while this was transpiring.
"Hello, there! Bring lights!"
"After the young scoundrel!"
"Don't let the daring young spy escape!"
Everybody was shouting and there was grea
noise. One redcoat jumped out of the windot
in time to see Dick jump on one of the hors~
standing at the roads ide and dash away. The.
other redcoats came running out in great excitE
ment. There was a brigiht moon, and the fleein
l>oy could be distinctly seen.
.
"After him!" shouted the redcoats, springinSI
into the saddle and giving chase.
<>
In a short time Dick gave a peculiar call,. ~
a beautiful black horse of pure Arabian blot ei
came out from among the trees at the side
the road. Both horses paused, and Dick mount 1
his own horse and clashed ahead. The chanV<>:
was rapidly made and Dick now galloped awia 1
faster on the black horse. The redcoats ve1n
quickly saw that they could not catch
Thel'e was not a horse in all the troop that co¥
come anywhere near the black Arabian's spei u,;l
Dick meed away like the wind, and was
out of s ight behind a bend in the road. A li .k
farther on he slackened his speed and listen 1 e
The redcoats had turned and were riding b;
to the tavern. Dick had already abandoned a~I
other horse, having no use for him.
CHAPTER IL-A Close Shave.
r
"There is some wicked plot going on," he f>~1s
There were six redcoats facing Dick Slater,
but none of them seemed disposed to · accept his to himself, "but I don't know how I am go "It
lark
invitation. There was no one behind him, but to stop it."
Then he halted and listened attentively a I "Tt
the outer door was at some little distance. There .
lick
was a low window, hung about with red curtains moments.
"They would know me now, and I should ta{J
a.ud having a ibroad seat, much nearer, but there
was a redcoat between him and it. Every one to change m,,y disguise. If I could learn ingof 1Jhe six redcoats imagined himself covered by this girl is, whom 1Jhey are going to rob, I Diel
d
one or both of the boy's pistols, and no one rescue her."
He presently heard some one coming, and th
stirred. They had suddenly become as motionless
as so many stone images. The officer at the table the side of the road under the trees, whe "Wh
moon did not shine upon him. At l·e ngth he 'It i
arose and said fiercely:
"Well. whv do you all s•t and there like a lot of two men coming on horseback. He quickly offi
junk bottles? Has all your courage oozed -out ognized them as Filchett, the little lawyer, an
at your finger ends? Seize the young rebel Dollard, whose occupation he did not know. w,,
were riding at an easy pace, and he could It·
spy!"
irk
"Stand aside, gentlemen," said Dick quietly. "I their talk without difficulty.
"The trou:l>le is to get some one whom wi'N~;
thinli I could take off the fellow's wig without
manage," declared Filchett.
harming a hair 0f his head."
, an
"That's easy. I'll take a boy out of the I ha
"Don't you dare move!" cried the other, pulling one of the redcoats between himself and Dick. There's one or two there who think a And
It did not seem likely that any one of .them Mary."
Bo
"That might do," answered the lawyer,
would disobey his orders.
"Hello, landlord! Come in here iJ.lld seize this though there should be as much secrecy
c
young villain!" he shouted.
sible, and there might not be in your ins ·
_ 1_ _ _ _
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two men were alongside Dick now, but did

aee him.

will be secret enough,,-- No one ever bothers

head over what goes on there."

'And they can live together right in the house
Wore," with ia chuckle, "and never ask for a

ement."
How much do I get for my share?" asked

slipped out of the saddle and crept along
t.he shadow.
' you will ha've enough to keep you quiet.
have been paid well these years, haven't
!"
es, but I want to know, or I'll tell these
er people that there is an heiress in--"
Pre was a sudden clatter of hoofs, and Dick
the resit of the scoundrel's sp!'lech. A lot of
countryside people with carts and on horses
along. bound for the market place at Gertown. Dick went back to his horse, and by
time the people had passed the two plotters
well on their way. Then they Presently
ed into another road, and by the time Dick
hed it they were out of sight.
What sort of institution does this man preover ?"thought Dick. "He looks like a thorbrute, while this lawyer is a crafty fox."
He rode on farther, turned into a scarcely pertible side path running into the hills, and at
gth came to a camp. Here were gathered the
rty Boys, a band of one hundred sterling
g patriots, of whom Dick Slater was the cap. . Bob Es tabrook and Mark Morrison, first
second lieutenants, respectively, came for' followed by others of the Liberty Boys.
e~e were Ben Spurlock, Sam Sanderson, Harry
dson, Will Freeman and George Brewster.
"Did you learn anything important, Dick?"
ked Bob, who was the young captain's closest
·end.
2
Indeed they were like brothers; the sister of
was the sweetheart of the other.
"I did not get into the town," Dick replied. "l
at 11 tavern this side of it when some redts entered, and one of them recognized me."
"It was lucky you were not captured," said
rk.
'It was only by a slip that I was not," laughed
'k. "At the same time I missed hearing full
'Is of a plot which I ·would like to prevent
"ng carried out."
Dick proceeded to his tent, accompanied by· Bob
d Mark, while one of the Liberty Boys went off
th Major.
"What was the plot, Dick?" Bob asked.
"It is some private matter, but there is a Britofficer in it, assisted by a rascally little lawr and a brutal-looking fellow whom I don't

ow."
"It has nothing to do with the war?" asked
rk.
'No; but we pi·event rascality whenever we
, and this is a qit of it. I ·must learn more,
I have no doubt I shall, and put a stop to it."
·'And all the Liberty Boys will help you, Dick,"
d Bob heartily.

CHAPTER III.-A Strange Meeting.
e Libe:rjy Boys had their cainp in a secludspot, and were acting as aids to Washington,
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then in the Metuchen Hills. Dick Slater was a
famous spy, and the boys often acted as scouts.
The main division of the army, under General
Howe himself, was at Germantown, Cornwallis
being in Philadelphia. Dick had been on his way
to Germantown to obtain information of the enemy when he wias recognired in the tavern. He
did not intend to give up his visit, but determined to take greater precautions against being
i·ecognized. He now got out a suit of ordinary
clothes, brown on o;ne side and gray on the other.
The coat could be quickly turned, the breeclles
having flaps which, upon being turned back,
changed the color of the garment. His hat wias
of felt and round in shape,. but could quic~y be
made three-cornered and of a different color by
turning it inside out.
Dick had a wig in his pocket, but this he might
not wear, as he could very quickly change his appearance by brushing his hair in a different f.ash- ion. Taking an ordinary horse, for Major was
too well known to the enemy, Dick set out again
for Germantown.
"We will learn more about this other matter
later, Bob," he said, as he was starting, "but just
now we must find out what the enemy are doing."
"Yes, especiaJ.ly if we are going to act as aids
to Washington," Bob replied.
. Dick then started off at a good speed, looking
hke a Quaker in his gray suit and broad-brimmed hat. There were many Friends in the neighborhood, so it was all right for him to pass as
one. It was still early, although the sun had
gone down, and the moon was shining, and he
would have plenty of time to reach the town
and remain an hour or longer. He passed the
tavern where he had made his escape at a gallop
and went on into the town. His somber garb and
solemn appearance were as good a pass as he
, could have had, and the guards allowed him to
enter \vithout much questioning. Taverns, Dick
found, were the best places at which to gain information. Many redcoats frequented them, and
when their tongues were loosened by home-brewed ale or punch, they were likely to say more
. than they meant to. Dick entered a rather pretentious-looking tavern, leaving his horse outside, and called for a mug of ale.
He di~ not intend to drink it, but having it
before him would be a good excuse for i•emaining. To his s.urprisc, he saw some of the very
men he ~ad met at t~e tavern on the road. They
looked his way, but did not recogfiize him.
. "Then. the general did not send you down the
nver with the rest?" said one redcoat to another.
"No,'.' ans~ere1, the man, who had formerly
r~,ogmzed Dick; but a good many others went."
}t ma.y be our. fortune yet to go there."
Yes, 1t may, mdeed. - The rebels are making
trouble do\"lll there."
"They may do the same up here, if many troops
are sent down the river."
"Oh, no! Howe is too strong for them, and,
besides this Mr. Washington," contemptuously
"is not within twenty miles of us."
'
"He mav be nearer than you think," was
Dick's th.ought.
"And then he could not get anywhere near us
without our knowing it," the redcoat we:nt on
boastingly.
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"Perhaps he could," said Dick to himself.
The men talked on other subjects after that,
'fmt Dick had heard enough to know that Howe's
force was not a s great as it had been.
·
"It will be easier for the general to advance,"
Dick thought. "He must be told this without delay."
As he was leaving the tavern the pompous
major entered, but failed to recognize him.
"I would like to know the rest of your plot, my
man," he said to himself.
.
.
In the street outside, as he was makimg ~s
way toward his horse, he came face to face with
Filchett the little lawyer. The man stood under
>t l"ti·eet' lamn, the light of which shone full upon
Dick. His sharp eyes were at once fixed on the
boy, and he snap1, ed :
"Ha! you rebel; you w-:::n't escap~ this time!"
Dick looked at the 1awyer and said:
"You don't know what you are talking about.''
Then he walked straight on.
"Where's the rebel?" asked two or three men,
who had heard the lawyer.
"There, the youth in gray; he is Dick Slater,
the rebel spy. After him!"
.
_
Dick turned into an alley on which there was
a side entrance of the tavern he had just left.
He entered this, halting in the passage long
enough to turn his_ coat in~ide . out, change the
shape of his hat, put on his wig, and turn the
flaps on hi s waistcoat and breeches: The whole
operation had not taken half a mmute. When
the change had been made he pushed into the
taproom, and took a seat at a. table with a !ot
of roystering young blades, makmg as much noi se
as these. They did not notice that he had just
joined them, having already drank too much for
clear heads. In a moment Fitchett and half a
dozen · excited men entered the room. The sharp
eyes of the little lawye! deceivec~ him on this
occasion, for he passed Dick and srud : "He is in the yard without, he did not come
here, as we thought."
.
.
Then they all hurriea out agam, and Dick, leaving by the front mounted his horse and rode
away. As the g~ards might not recognize ~he
man in brown as having passed them, Dick
changed his appearance again as he approached
the guardhouse, riding slowly.
"Vvell, young Broadbrim," s.aid the guar~, as
Dick approached, "you are gomg home betimes,
I see."
"Thee sees v&ry well, friend," said Dick, "and
thee should be praised for thy vigilance."
Then he rode on, laughing to himself at having
so well deceived the facetious guard. He rqde on
past the tavern, and had nearly reached the lane
down which he meant to turn to reach the camp
when he suddenly saw a white figure glide into
the middle of the road. Dick was not in the
hrnst superstitious, nor a oeliever in ghosts. He
halted, and said to the figure standing in the
moonlight:
"Where are you going? Have you lost your
way?" ,
"I don't know which way to turn," replied the
young girl, as Dick now saw she was. « am
running away from a prison, but do n·ot know
where to find a friend."
"From a prison?" repeated Dick.
"It has ·'been one to me," the girl replied. "It
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is the almshouse, but why they keep me there I
cannot guess."
"Who keeps you there?"
"Jeremiah Dollard, he and Filchett, the lawyer, and now they wish to marry me off to a
poor half imbecile in the same place.'.'
.
"What is your name?" asked Dick, satisfied
that he had foLtnd the girl of whom the three
scoundrels had been speaking of in the cabin.
"Mary Bond," the girl replied.
"She must be the person," thought Dick.
I

CHAPTER IV.-Mary Finds Friends.

"I have heard of you," the young captain con
tinued. "You are to be made the victim of i
conspiracy which I do not fully understand a
yet."
"You have heara of me?" Mary echoed.
"Yes, and I have seen Dollard and Filchett to
night. I heard some of their talk regardi~ 0~
you."
s~
"Who are you?" the girl asked. "Will you iev
my friend ? "
fr
"Yes, I will. I can give you a shelter to-nig~a
and in the morning will take you to a house wh~~
there are young women who will protect you."~1:1
"I think I can trust you: You look like rI<
honest boy. Are you a Quaker? You do ~b
talk like one."
l
· "No, I am not. Hark! Come with me, qui~<>~
Some one is coming. It may be an enemy." ei
Dick had dismounted and now, taking the g· e~
hand, he led the way into the little lane, ~
horse following. He had heard the sound vi~
wheels, and suspected that some one might
pursuit of Mary.
e
"Wait a moment" he whispered when
as},
were well concealed' from the road. '
"D,
Then lie crept back quickly and peered out. fok.
one-horse chaise was now in sight, and in it "Ye
recognized Dollard. The man looked from
to side as he drove on, and muttered some
which Dick did not catch. The man drove on
soon disappeared. Dick returned to Marv
leading her along the path, said:
·
"That was Dollard in a chaise.
ing for. you, no doubt."
"Make haste!" cried the girl excitedly.
will not let him take me back?"
"No, I will not."
"He is a cruel, wicked man. I have tri
escap~ before, but have always been taken
"You shall escape this time, I promise
said Dick heartily.
"You are the first friend I have met in.
the girl replied gratefully.
As they came out into more open ground,
said:
"I am Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty
a band of young patriots fighting for
independence."
•
"Are you a soldier?" the girl asked, su
"Why, you are but a boy!"
"There are many who are younger t
the troop," with a smile.
"If you are a patriot, 1 can trust you, I
"I am goin,g to our camp now. You
there to-night, as it is growing late, b

ka
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I will take you to my sister and to my
and they will care for you."
are very kind, and I will trust you, for
that I can."
of us have sisters and sweethearts, and
·I all be ready to protect you when they
r story," Dick replied.
h they saw the light of the fires gleamong the "trees, and Dick said :
is our camp. You will be as safe there
your own home."
· g the camp, Dick said to Ben Spurlock,
he met:
) Patsy to get up a warm supper for the
lady. She will be our guest to-night."
was made thoroughly comfortable, but
in a camp was a decided novelty to her.
Jared that she felt saier with the boys,
camp in the woods, however, than she
elt in years.
ou are all good and kind and brave, I know,"
said to Dick, "and I feel safer here than I
felt with that cruel Jeremiah Dollard."
girl had a special guard, but knew nothing
t, and slept soundly all night: The senti:ies
nothing to alarm them, and m the mornmg
hing went on as usual. Dick and Bob were
Westchester County, in New York. It had
ed that their sisters were visiting friends
iladelphia at the time the city was threatby Howe. Upon its evacuation by the pa' the two girls, Edith Slater and Alice Esrook, were taken to a place of safety by
They had not yet gone back to their
es in New York State, but were still with
ir fri ends. Dick resolved to take Mary to
knowing that the girl would receive the
1
t of care. The girls and their frienf!s were
· g a f ew miles away, and imme?iately aiter
akfast Dick meant to go there with Bob, and
e Mary, first despatching a messenger to
ashington's camp.
"Do you ride a horse, Miss Mary?" asked
ick.
•Yes," answered the girl, "although I am not
expert horsewoman."
"I will get you a horse that you need not be
raid of, and there is an old side saddle which
have used now and then for the girls, so you
JI be thoroughly comfortable."
ark was left in chai:ge of the camp, being
proughly trustworthy, and the two boys and
~ry set out.
.
('How did you happen to be an inmate of the
house?" asked Dick.
AJbout two years ago when my father and
her died I was told that they had left noth1., and that I was a public charge."
ho told you this?"
Mr. Filohett and Dollard."
id any one else appear?"
[No."
Had your father no relations?"
He had a cousin who was an officer in the
tish army-a major, I believe, but I did not
him then. His name is Blodgett."
Have you seen him since ? "
Recently I have, and he told me that he could
nothing for me, having only his pay and a
e family to keep, and that I had .better get
'ed."

~
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"I see," said Dick. "Now I understand. You
were not penniless, but you must be married to
get your money."
"Then father did not lose all before he died?"
"No, and these scoundrels knew it. By your
marriage, this cousin of your father's hopes to
profit. I will explain."
At that moment Bob said:
"Look, Dick; there is the very man you described to me."
·
"It is Dollard!" gasped Mary. "Don't let him
see me."
"You are saie with us,'' ~aid Dick.

CHAPTER V.-A Scoundrel Defied.
It was not difficult to recognize Dollard even
at a ~tance. His hulking build, his ho')k nose,
and the green patch on his eye were all unm istakable. A s he rode up, he first re:ognized Mary
11nd then Dick, although he had not seen the
latter in uniform.
J
"You were going home, my dear girl?" he said
·wi th an evil smile. "You do not know what anx~
iety youl' absence ha s caused us."
"Yes, she is going home,'' replied Dick, "but
not to the place over which vou preside."
"What right have you to take her away from
me, you confounded young rebel?" snarled Dollard.
"The right that any honest man has to protect
a girl in distress ," answered Dick.
.
"And the right that any one ha3 to thwart
villains like you," added Bob.
"I am the girl's guardian,'' hi ssed Dollard, "and
I demand that she be given up to me."
"You are not her guardian, and, even if you
were, an improper guardian may alw_a ys be removed."
Dollard scowled and fixed his one eye with a
baleful glare upon Dick .
. "We will see," he said. "I know the law and
shall invoke its aid."
"So do we," returned Dick. "Possession is nine
points. You know that much, I suppose? Ride
on , Bob."
Dick then put him self in the middle of t he
road, and Bob rode on, escorting Mary.
Dollard could not get at the girl, Dick blocking his way. The man scowled and blustered
and tried to draw his p~stol, but Dick struck
down his hand.
"Do you remember a little conversation which
you had in the tavern between here and Germantown early last evening?" Dick asked.
The man reddened.
"With one Filchett and an officer in the British army," Dick continued. "You had some idea
of bringing me into the matter."
"You!" with a snarl. "I have never seen you
before."
"Oh, · yes, you have. I am Dick Slater. I was
not in unifonn then. I escaped by the window.
You must remember it."
"I don't, then," growling. "I was not in a
tavern last night at all."
"I could recall the affair, but it is not necess ary," carelessly. "Your little conspiracy will
not succeed. When Mary Bond marries, it will

/
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be to some honest fellow, not to a fool or a
.
· ·15~l'iard glared savagely _at Dick and answered :
"You won't get the better of me, you young
rebel.. I know the law, and you will find that I
have a good deal more than nine points."
"Wait till I do," laughed Dick.
Then he gave Dollard's horse a sudden sharp
slap on the flank which sent him flying down the
' road. At the same moment he shot off in the
<>ther direction at a gallop. By the time Dollard
gained control of the horse -and looked back, Dick
was out of sight. He quickly caught up _ with
Bob and Mary and then all three went on, shortly
turning down a side road. They did not see any
more of Dollard at that time, and Mary was
greatly relieved when at last they reached the
comfortab le, roomy, old-fashio ned Dutch house
where the girls were staying. As the boys halted at the gate, Alice and Edith came out and
greeted them warmly. Dick assisted Mary to
dismount, kissed .both girls, and said:
"Sister Alice, this is Mary Bond. She needs
good friends, and so I brought her here."
"I am glad to see you, Mary dear," said Alice,
kissing the girl, and taking her hand. "Think
of me as a friend from this moment."
"We are always glad to do as brother Dick
says, my dear,'' added Edith, "but I know I
shall like you on your own account."
They all went into the house, and the girls introduced Mary to their friends. Then Dick took
,Alice aside and told her Mary's story, greatly
interestin g her.
"The poor girl!" she s!l-id sympathe tically. "It
is a ·shame that she should be so treated." ·
"So it is," answered Dick, "but she has escaped them, and they shall never get hold of her
again."
"Can they get hold of her moneyl do you think,
Dick?" asked Alic~. "That is wnat they care
most for."
"Yes, I know they do, but I must see that they
don't get it. I shall have to find who has charge
of it, and see that they don't."
·
Both Edith and Alice and their friends were
greatly taken with Mary, on her own account as
well as because of~her distress, and she was sure
of firm friends. Dick and Bob at length left the
house to return to the camp.
"The girl is among friends now," said Bo·b, as
they rode away.
"Yes, and' safe from these scoundrel s, but I
may have to go to Philadelp hia to find out about
her affairs," Dick replied.
"Yes, if you coal.cl not get hold of that rascally
little lawyer and make him tell you," with a
KDM'~"

grunt.

"He would not. I should have to get the information elsewhere ."
"Perhaps, but I'll wager that if they can get
hold of the money without the girl's marrying ,
they will do so."
"No doubt, and I must learn more about it."
"'I1hey were riding on at a good speed, Dick
being on Major, and Bob well mounted when, as
they turned a bend in the road, they saw Dollard and half a dozen rough-loo king fellows with
him.
"Hello, there's that one-eyed scoundrel again,"
said Bob.
"Yes, and ready to make trouble," added Dick.

"He :may find it!" impetuou sly. "You won't
stand any nonsense, will you, Dick?"
"No more than usual, Bob," with a laugh.
The men with Dollard, some of whom were on
horseback , stretched themselve s across the road
so as to prevent the boys from passing.
"Come on, Bob," said Dick, "They will quickly get out of the way when they see us coming
on at a gallop."
Then the two young patriots suddenly dashed
forward at full speed. Dick was right. The men
on foot had no desire to be · run down, and they
quickly got out of the way. This left two or
three gaps in the line. Before tili.ose on horseback could fil.l these the two boys came thundering down upon them. The horses became excited
and began to rear and prance. Then the boys
fired a shot or tw<> over the men's heads and
dashed on. The shots started the horses, and
they dasih.ed off in different directions . Dollard,
finding- his efforts to check the boys unavailab le,
quickly got out of the way. Dick and Bob then
rode on at good speed, and were soon out of sight
of their enemies.
"Those fellows are Tories, you may be sure,"
said Bob.
·
•
"There are many of them in the neighborh ood,"
Dick replied.
·
"And if they found our camp, they would try
to make trouble for us."
"They must not find it," tersely.
"They will be watching us to see which way ,
we turn."
>1
"Yes, but even then they cannot find the camp1E
if we observe ordinary caution."
Nearing the lane, Dick turned in at one point,
and made his way through the woods, while Bob'e
went beyond and entered it at another.
"They will have some trouble in finding us, 'lei
guess," he laughed, as he joined Dick.
'

ig

"
CHAPTE R VI.-An Unfortun ate Recognition. "'
roi
The boys reached the camp, certain of not hav· c
ing been followed, and Dick said to Mark:
id
"Tell the boys to be cautious in leaving th!gH
camp, and to see that they are not followe"
when returning ."
. ye
"Were you follo wed ? " a sked Mark.
"'\-\
"No, but I am sure that this man Dollar d aJJs a
his rascally lawyer will try to locate the cam!Th,
He will want to learn where Ma1y is, and he wi·ese
try to serve papers on u s, t o frighten us."
t la
"We are not so easily alarmed,' ' with a lauglc'Th
. "That will be a pretence to find our camp, a!'"WJ
tell the Tories, and perhaps the enemy as well"Sh,
Dick had despatche d a man whom h e COUend)
trust to the c~mp of the command er-in-chie f, ll.bert
now, r esolved to learn more of Mary's affaitfHa·1
he determined to go to Philadelp hia, if nece'Yes
sary."
·
1 to
"Filchett was in Germanto wn," he said to Bt1."
"and so is the major, as they· call him."
'The
"The proofs may be there," Bob answered. 0 ca
"Yes, but it is only two or three miles fartll'No
to the city."
'The
"You did not learn this major's na me, did yo sign
"No, and I think he is more than that, 0 .
though he is called that."
t to
ell
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"But she is not in the camp. Two of the young
rebels took her away this morning."
·
ery true, but I think he is concealing his for
"Where ?"
e reason. However, tlhat is not the question.
"Do~lard co~d not learn. One kept him from
t to learn other secrets of his. He is the follQIWlng, wlule the other rode off with her."
'n Mary spoke of, beyond a doubt,° and I wish
"She must be found. Capture this young rebel
know just what he knows of Mary. The man and make him tell where she has been taken."
spoke of is called Blodgett."
"H 'm! that is very good, but how are we going
"Then you want to learn if this fellow is call- to find him?-"
the same."
At that moment Dollard came in, took a seat
"Exactly, and other matters."
and said:
'
Dick now procured a disguise other than that
"Have you told him?"
'ch he had already used, got a still different
"Yes, ihe has," answered the redcoat, "and we
and set out for the town. On the way he have got to catch this young rebel and make him
ok a party of men and women going to tell where she is."
et, and joined them. He had no trouble in
Dollard glanced at Dick, but failed to recog111tering the town, as no one was asked for nize him, saying in a low tone, ho;yever:
s, and Dick was not recognized. He went
"There are strangers about. We don't want
the tavern where he had met Filc.hett the them to hear our business."
· ht before, leaving hi~ horse at a stable a
. The other redcoats had already left, but there
"ttle distance away. There was no one in the were men sitting near Dick.
lace whom he knew, but he thought that he
"Can't we get hold of the money without proof
'ght pick up some information, nevertheless. of the marriage?" asked Blodgett in a low tone
e looked like a well-to-do farmer, having lined wlhich Dick heard, however.
'
's face, put on a grayish wig, and padded his
"No," answered Filchett.
oat to make him look stout. He ordered some"Can't we furnish what purports to be a r ecing to eat and drink, and sat not far from the ore! of the marriage, then?"
. It had turned a bit chilly without, and he
The lawyer smiled, and answered:
ew that tihe redcoats would take to the fire
"Ha, that would be dishonest, and might subhen they came in. It was not Jong before the ject us to severe punishment."
ajor entered and took a seat near him. The
polla~d laughed uproariously and retorted:
fficer sat alone for a time, but at length another
Thats the first time that I ever knew you to
fficer entered, sat beside him, and said :
make that Olbjection, you little fox! The ques"What news of affairs down the river, Blod- tion is, can it be clone?"
ett ?"
"~ o, the certificate must be signed by a known
"That's my man, then," was Dick's thought. • magistrate, and presented in Philadelphia wlhere
"Very little, Colonel, and very little of the the money is held in trust."
'
bels hereabouts."
" "That is what I wished to know," thought Dick.
"You've got your promotion?" in a whisper.
They may suspect me if I stay longer."
"Yes, but don't say anything. I can get still
Then he settled his score, arose and started to
gher, when my fortune comes."
leave. Neither of the three conspirators had
"You are looking for a ship to come in, eh?"
recognized him. At that moment, however, the
'Yes, and then I'll be general, and in my potboy employed at the tavern out of town came
oper rank," pompously.
in . looking- sharplv at him. and said:
Commissions were often purch~sed at that time,
"That is Dick Slater, the i·ebel. I know his
d so it frequently happened that a man held a eyes. Stop him!"
h position to which he was by no means fitted.
There was instant confusion, and Dick's esWell, I wish you luck, Blodgett. Let us drink cape was blocked.
your success."
"What do you know of me, boy?" Dick asked.
'Which would never come if it depended upon "Who is this Dick Slater you speak of?"
ability," said Dick to himself.
"He is a rebel," the boy answered. "You passThe redcoat saw ihim but did not recognize him. ed our house a while ago. I know you. I have
esently the little lawyer came in; but he did seen you many times."
know Dick, who was sitting not far from him.
"But I am not a rebel."
'The girl has escaped!" he said.
"That is Dick Slater, the rebel. I know his
"What carelessness is this?" growled Blodgett. fellow now. ·Arrest him!"
I, She has run away ibefore. This time she found
Dick was seized and searched, his cli~guise bel nds in those confounded young rebels, the ing quickly penetrated.
l erty Boys."
"Jove! but he is just the fellow we wanted,"
Ha! Slater's company of young rascals?"
said Blodgett. "Now we will learn where the
Yes. They have a camp somewhere beyond girl is."
J town, but no one has been able to find it "I don't believe you 1 will," said Dick t o him·
\"
self.
They must be driven out. Is there no one
o can find their hiding place?"
r No one has done so yet."
CHAPTER VIL-Taking Leave of the E nemy.
They must be f ound and scattered. There is
. sign of ot her rebels?"
The fac t of Dick's face being lined, his coat
No ; but I am not talkin g about them. We p'Added and pistols being found on hi m was suf- •
t to find the girl."
ficient. He had no papers, but all three conspirell, if she is in the camp, we will do so."
ators r ecognized him, and his descriotion w~it

~

to them," with a laugh.
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compared witJh that p1inted of him in the public
notices offering a reward for his capture, and
was seen to agree.
"Lo.ck him up," said the officer, "and we will
question him."
Dick was taken to a room on the floor above
and locked in, a guard outside not b eing consid•
ered necessary. Dick looked out and saw that
his r oom faced the alley on which the side door
of the tavern opened.
"That will b e ver y convenient,'' he said to himsEM.
There was no bed in the room, so that h e could
take tJhe blankets for a rope. The window was
too high from the courtyard for him to drop
safely upon the stones below.
"I can't stay here, that is certa in,'' he said.
General How e's camp was at the farther end
-of the village, and it would take but a sh ort time
to convey him thither. Blodgett did not wish
ihim taken there, h owever, until he had given information which they wanted. There was no b ed
in the room, but there were heavy curtains to the
two windows.
"Those are as good as blankets,'' said Dick,
looking · at them.
He went to the door and listened, hearing only
confused sounds below. Then he took a chair to
one of the windows, stood on it, and took down
the hangings. They were over three yards in
length, and quite wide.
"Four of them knotted together ought to be
enough,'' he said.
Then he quickly took down the other pair.
"Where shall I fasten the end?" he said to
himself.
There was a solid mahogany table in the room.
The rope could be fastened to one leg of this.
It was -too big to pass out of the window and
was just the thing. Dick quickly knotted the
four heavy hangings togethert ripped one for
two or three feet, and knottea the ends about
the table leg. Then he pushed the ta:ble to the
window and raised the sash. Looking out, he
saw that there was no one below. The door
leading into the alley was just under the window.
"Well, I must be careful," he said.
He threw out his improvised rope and began
to lower himself rapidly. Just as his feet reached the top of .the door, some one came o'ut. Dick
was astride the fellow's shoulders and upsetting
him the next moment. Down went the man, and
let you a startled cry. Dick quickly seized him,
rolled him up in the hangings, and hurried out
of the alley. By the time the man could release
himself, Dick was out of the alley. He lost no
time in getting to the place where he had left his
horse, and rode away. He heard no sound of pursuit, but he did not delay, not knowing at what
moment his escape might be discovered.
"There's many a slip," he said to himself, "ant:!.
next time these fellows will take more pains to
secure me."
He lost no time in getting to the guardhouse,
where he saw a covered wagon standing in the
road. '.Ilhe owner was showing his pass, and
satisfying the guard that he was merely a farmer who had been dispos ing of his produce at
.the market place and was now going home. Dick
looked arour1d, saw no one about, dismounted and
slipped under the flap of'the cover at the back

of the cart. It was half full of straw, :ind Diet
quickly got under this at one side and curled
himself up. It was r easonably dark in there, with
the cover drawn,· and when the farmer resumed
his seat he did not observe that he had a pass enger. Off he drove, and was soon out of the
toW1ll, and Dick was safe. · His horse had followed, the guard supposing him to belong to the
farmer, and making no comment. When well
clear of the town, Dick slipped out at the back
of the cart, and got into the saddle. Looking
b ack, he saw a number of redcoats leaving the
town at a gallop.
"They a r e after m e," h e said t o himself , "but
I have lead enough, even with this h orse, to escape."
He passe_d the farmer and went on at a lively
r ate, turning off while still hidden by the cart,
and m aking his way by a back road to the camp.
He saw the · redcoats go by , looking thr ou gh t
trees, but was not observed. ·
" If I had Major, I would not have to do this,'
he said, "but circumstances alter cases."
He had escaped by a narrow margin, but a
long as there was any, he was satisfied. H e ha
gain·e d considerable information concerning th
conspiratora, and that was another point in hi
favor. Reaching the cail'llp, he saw Patsy stand
ing guard at the entrance. Dick w as r iding ·
when Patsy cried:
"H er e, here, howld on there, an' t ell me wha
ye want. Wtho are ye, annyhow?"
"Is this the camp of the Liberty Boys?" drawl
ed Dick.
"What do ye want to know for?" asked Patsy.
"Well, if it 'is, maybe you'd like to know that
lhe captain was caught and locked up this after·
noon."
"Oh, my; oh, my! Ye don't say so? Sure
that's terrible. Where wor it, me man?"
"Down to Germantown."
"Boys, come her e!" cried Patsy. "Sure t~
captain himself is locked up in the town beyant
an' there',s no _knowin' av he'll iver get out."
"Why, that's the captain himself, you funn
fellow," laughed Ben Spurlock.
"Ya, dot was lhimselluf,'' added Carl.
you vas knowed him?"
"It is all right now, though, Patsy," laugh
Dick.
"An' wor ye capt hured an' locked up,
dear?" asked Patsy.
"For a time, Patsy, but I could not keep awa
from you all."
I
"Sure that's right, nor wud we want ye to, sol
but ye gave me a turrible froight whin Oi h'a
ye wor taken an' locked up."
"How did it happen, Dick?" a sked Bob.
did not think any one would recognize you."
"And several impo-rtant men did not, wh·
an ordinary potboy did."
"And they locked you up?"
"Yes, ibut it is hard to keep me locked up,
you ·know,'' smiling.
•
"Yes, fortunately ; but tell us all about it."
Bob and Mark w ent to his tent with Dick, w
related his adventure.
"Then we know a little more of this affair
we did,'' said Bob.
"I would not trust that little law yer not
steal the money if he could get hold of it,'' ;id

Mark.
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•Nor I," declared Dick, "and if I can find those
who have it in charge, I will warn them against

Jiim."

"They're a pack of wolves, the lot of them, and

Jt is a good thing for Mary that you g<>t her

away from t'hem," said Bob emphatically.
"They will be making a search .f or our ca:riip,"
Dick added, "and we may have to change its
position. Let all of us be cautious in going or
eoming, and keep a watch on the enemy."
"We'll do that,'' laughed Bob, "and they'll think
they're watching us. People get fooled sometimes."
CHAPTER VIII.-Plotting Mischief.
Toward evening some of the boys were out on

the road and saw a number of redcoats in the

distance. The boys were Ben, Sam and Will, and
they had gone out to reconnoiter. They were untler the trees, so it was likely that the redcoats
Bd not seen them.
"Keep out of sight, boys," said Ben. "Those
fellows are looking for our camp, no doubt."
"There are only a dozen of them," observed
Sam. "If we sent back for some of the boys we
might capture the lot."
"What would we do with them if we got them?"
laughed Will. "It is a long way to the general's
eamp, and we don't want them."
"No pri1soners of war are a good deal of trouble sometimes," added Ben.
"Those are not all redcoats," declared Sam
presently. "There are some Tories with them."
"You are right, Sam," said Ben shortly.
The redcoats were coming on smartly, and now
it was seen · that there were two or three men in
ordinary clothes among them. The boys kept out
of sight among the trees, and were not seen by
the enemy.
.
"Better dismount and hide, boys," muttered
Ben, at length. "They are coming right along."
"Do you know any of the Tories with them,
Ben ?" asked Sam presently.
"I don't know that I do. They are not near
enough to recognize any of them yet."
"There's a little fellow in black with a big
'!rig,'' observed Will.
"That might be that little lawyer that Dick
spoke about," answered Ben.
"Tihen the fellow with the hook nose and the
patch over one eye ought to be with him," remarked Sam.
t "Yes, they are i'enerally together, Dick says,"
en agreed.
The boys were off their horses now, and,
rouching in the bushes out of sight, could see
he party very well as it came on.
"The fellow with the patch on his eye is with
hem," whispered Ben, at length.
_.
"Yes, I see him,'' answered Sam. "I guess ·he
guiding the redcoats."
"It looks like it," Ben muttered. "Get the
orses farther back, boys."
The horses were taken some little way back
om the road, Ben remaining on watch. On
e the redcoats, and at length drew rein not
yards from where Ben was in hiding.
"It is somewhere aboull here that they turn
," said Dollard.
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"But there is no r oad," said the leader of the
·redcoats, who was Blodgett himself.
The little lawyer rode ahead till Ben could
have almost reached out and touched his horse.
"Here is a path," he said, "and it has on~y
lately been used. You may be sure that this is
the way to uhe young rebel's camp."
"Trust a lawyer for finding out things," said
Dollard, with a coarse laugh.
B1odgett rode up and said with some satisfaction:
·
"Yes, this is the place. We will smoke out
the yolJllg villains to-night."
"Perhaps not,'' thought Ben. "We will have
something to say about it ourselves."
"You mus t catch the principal rebel," said Filchett. "We must learn where he has taken the
girl."
"We will capture all of them," answe1·ed Blodgett. "What are a hundred young rebels against
a score of British soldiers?"
"Five to one, and much more than ab'le to hold
their own against them," was the boy's thought.
"This is the place," said the officer. "We will'
return this evening."
"Why don't you come nowf if you are so
brave?" chuckled Ben to hirnse f.
The redcoats now rode away toward the town.
"If we could get the wedding portion without
sharing with him, why shouldn't we?" asked Dollard.
"Truly there is no reason," With a chuckle.
"You are a clever penman, no doubt?" continued the other.
"Yes; as a scrivener I have won renown,'' replied Filchett self-satisfiedly.
"You can imitate the handwriting of others, no
doubt?" slyly.
"That is a penal offense, an--" and Filchett
paused.
"Well?"
"I should expect more than a mere share. My
conscience would have to be satisfied."
"Ha-ha, that's a rare joke-a lawyer with a
conscience!" roared Dollard.
"I should have to be paid for the risk I take,''
replied Filchett.
"Well, that's more to the point," and then,
lowering his voice ahd speaking with fierce intenseness: "Will you do it?"
"Yes," said Filohett; "or at least there will be
a paper prepared which shall quite satisfy the
Doctors' Commons."
"Good! Come on; time presses."
The two rasca1s rode away, and Ben crept out
of his hiding place and went back to the others.
"There go two as big rascals as you will ever
find,'' he said, pointing to the road.
"Up to mischief, are they?" asked Sam, with a
chuckle. "Well, I suppose so, from a look at
their faces."
"Yes, they are not only against us, but against
another rascal as big as themselves:"
"How did they find the place?" asked Sam,
when Ben had explained.
"I don't know. The man with the patch on
his eye sus_pected it, and the little fox of a lawyer helped "him out in his suspicions."
"And the two are going to cheat the other out
of his share," laughed Will.
"And it will take two · good eyes. to keep a
proper watch upon Master Filchett," added Sam.
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"That's what I think," replied Ben. "You have
heal'd of the monkey and the chestnuts? "
"Yes, and Mr. Dollard is to be made a cat's-paw
of," laughed Sam.
Going back to the camp, Ben told Dick what
he had heard. It was not f ar from dusk now,
Patsy being just ready with supper.
"They won't come till well after dark," said
Dick, "so tihere will be plenty of time to change
our quarters."
"You won't stay and fight them, Dick?," asked
Bob, who was present.
"No, for we don't want them to know where
we are. Let them think that we have gone away
entii'ely."
"But it would be the best kind of joke to cap7
ture that boasting Blodgett and make him a prisoner of war."
"We may do so on some later occasion, Bo·b ,"
quietly.
"Yes, I suppose so."
"If they think we have departed, they will be
taken all the more by surprise when the general
advances upon them," Dick continued.
,
"Very true."
"We will change our position and make it still
more difficult for any one t o find ,u s."
"That will be better , no doubt," answerecl Bob,
who always relied upon Dick's judgment.
The boys had their suppers, and then rapidly.,
and wit h as little noise as possible, broke camp
and went to a still more hidden nook in the hills.
Then Dick , Bob and a score more set to work
and r emoved ever y t race of a camp, so that when
the redcoats arrived they could not t 11 it from
the original wi lderness .

"Those lying scoundrels don't know any more
about the place than I do," growled Blodgett.
"Certainly we have not seen any signs of a
camp," answered an aide, "and we have come far
enough."
"And here we are in a regular wilderness witili
not ti· sign of a way out."
Owls hooted, bitterns uttered their shrill cries,
and frogs croaked sonorously. The Liberty Boys
made these sounds, but the redcoats could not
tell the difference.
"The lying sneaks have either made a fool of
me, or they have been deceived themselves," sputtred the officer.
" T here is no sign of a camp here, nor have we
seen any," the a ide answered, "not even an aban- do1.J.ed one."
"There hasn't been a camp here at any time,"
said Blodgett. "There are no tennis courts, no
skittles grounds, no race track-nothing."
Ben Spurlock had all he could do t o keep t rom
laughi ng at this.
" T hat's the British idea of a camp," he chuckled. "I wonder he did not mention a theater or
a ballroom." _
"But these uncultured rebels may not have such
things , sir ," said the aide.
"There is no sign of any sort of camp," snarled tihe other. "We have been deceived, led on a
wild-goose chase."
The fro gs croaked and the owls hooted worse
than ever, and the moon shone down u pon what
looked like an impenetrable wilderness. The
r edcoats ret raced their steps in great disgust and
long befo re they r eached the t own, the boys ~vere
back in camp, laughing over the discomfiture of
the en emy.
"There are more ways than one of getting the
best of your foes ," said Dick. " This has been a
CHAPTER IX,-The Enemy Outwitted.
victory without a shot being fired."
"Or a drop of blood being shed," added Bob.
Dick and a few of the boys st ayed behind at
"Yes, but the enemy don't know it," observed
the old camp to watch for the redcoats. All
marks of fires had been covered, all tramping Mark. "They think they wer e misled by the
of hoofs where the hor.s es h ad been t ethered, all Tory and t he little lawyer."
"It isn't necessa r y for them to know it," laughmarks of tent poles a nd al! the other indications
of a camp were removed or cover ed over, and ed Bob.
"But if they did, they would have more respect
the place looked as wild as before the boys had
•
occupied it. The moon shone down upon what for us."
"That will come, too, all in good · time" said
seemed to be tilie virgin forest untouched by the
'
hand of man, so well had the boys covered their Dick, smiling.
The boys generally were sati sfied with their •
tracks.
"Somebody will be greatly surprised," laugh- victor y, although there were some like Mar
who wanted the enemy to know all about it.
ed Bob, "when they find no sign of a camp."
And Dollard and Filchett will ·have a greater The boys were not disturbed that night, and · :r.
r eputation for lying than ever before," chuckled the morning Dick and Bob set out to go and s
the girls. On the road they met Dollard a
Ben.
Dick and Bob made their way to the road, Filchett.
"One moment," said Dick, halting. "Were y
while Ben and the rest remained near the site of
their former camp. At length, when it was quite intending to call upon Brigadier Blodgett?" "What is it to you whom I call upon!" snarl
lat e, the moon shining brightly overhead, the
..._ .
boys heard the tramp of t he approaching en- ,. Dollard.
" I b eg 1eave to serve. you with a summons tq·fJ l<"
emy. They came on, many more than a score of
them, and it was evident that the boastful red- produce the person of one Mary Bond," said thtep
lawyer.
f'ou
ooat was not keeping to his word.
They halted at the hidden path, and then en"Where is your summons ? " asked Dick. "What
tere~ , proceeding as rapidly as they co!J.ld. They I wished to say was that the brigadier regari
passed througih the old camp, and at length camo you as a couple of unmitigated liars. "
t o a point where all roads seemed to end, there
Both men seemed greatly surprised at see'
being a perfect tangle before them. They could the boys, having· supposed that the British
have found a way through this, had they been either captured them or driven them out of
s:
versed in wnnnr:raJt.. hut. thev were not.
neighborhood.
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-You were supposed to have .shown him tihe
ay to our ca.mp. v c.l:l ·k now."

'!"-~ two scouhd;els looked astounded.
•How did he know anything about it?" they
ftought.
"It is always well, when talking maitters over
a the public road," Dick went on, "to see thait
no one is listening."
.
"I don't know what ~Tou are talking about!"
llllll'led the man with the patch on his eye.
"Oh yes you do," laug1hed Bob. "You were
flllking with Blodgett back here a bit last evelling, and :Plotting about surprising us in our
eamp. The brigadier said that a score of men
would 1be enough to drive out the hundred of us."
Both men looked blank.
"There were other things overheard," said Dick
lignificantly. "The enemy did not find us, and
JOU two are regarded as bars."
"And not without reason," laughed Bo.b.
The boys then rode on, leaving the tw-0 men
looking bhoroughly astonished.
"That will give them something to think about,"
cllvckled Bob.
"And perhaps urge them to greater efforts,"
ldded Dick. "I shall have to go to Philadelphia
tllortly."
"I suspect the scamp of a lawyer will try to
get a'head of you, knowing that you know his
plans," said Bob.
·
"Forewarned is forearmed, of course, but I
think that honesty is a stronger weapon than
duplicity, and so I am not afraid of the result."
They rode on at a smart pace, and at length
reached the house where the girls were staying.
Alice and Edith were very gladcto see them, and
so was Mary, with whom a day seemed to have
made a vast difference. She seemed younger
and brighter, as well as happier, and welcomed
the boys most cordially. While Bob was talking
with Mary and the girls of the house, Dick took
Alice aside and told her what he had learned.
"We will outwit these plotters yet," he added.
"They thought they had to deal with only a simple girl, but they will shortly discover their mis-

take."

"I think they have al ready learned it, Dick,"
said Alice, smiling.
"It takes some per sons a long time to learn
:mything, my girl," laughed Dick, "and I find that
the British are that sort."
"Mary is very grateful for what you have already done, and I know that she will be for any
other kindness you may do her."
"It is a satisfaction to know that we will get
he better of these villains," said Dick.
Then he and Alice went back to the others,
d at "length the two boys took their leave.
"I think I will go on to the city to-day," said
ick, as they rode on.
"I think myself it is as well to be prompt,"
eplied Bdb. "These rascals won't lose ahy time,
ou may _be sure."
CHAPTER X.-A Dell:t'y by the Way.
The boys were riding on at a fair speed, consing pleasantly and at the same time keeptheir eyes about them. There were Tories
the neighborhood, and then Dollard and Filwould try to get revenge. It was as well
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to be on the lookout, therefore. The boys were
watchful but, for a:ll their care, they suddenly
rode right into a dozen Tories who were waiting for them at a shai-p turn where the road
was lined on both sides by trees. The Tories
leaped out upon them, and they were at once
surrounded. They were speedily ·d ragged from
their ho11ses, despite their resistance, and held
firmly. Then Dollard and Filchett came up, the
man with the patch saying:
"Take them to the house down the road. Take
the horses ' along. They must not be seen yet.
Everyibody knows them."
The boy's were led away, four to each, for fear
they might escape. Major and Bob's bay followed, Dick having said nothing as yet. As they
reached a farm house at the side of the i·oad
Dick suddenly turned and said sharply:
"Back to the camp, Major!"
The inte1ligent animal at once shot ahead, upsetting the man who was 1leading him and knocking down another. Bob's bay followed on the
instant, fairly flying down the road. The Tories
tried to catch them, but they might as well ihave
tried to stop the wind. A way they went, and
Dollard snarled:
"Why didn't you stop 'em? I wanted that
black hovse myself."
"Follow them and you will learn where the
young rebels have their camp," said the little
lawyer.
Tw-0 or three of the Tories set out on their
horses to follow the two animals.
"There's very little use of that," laughed Dick. ,
"Those fellows will never catch our horses, nor I
ever trail them."
.
"Maybe they won't," growled Dollard, "but you
will tell us where the camp is, and where you 11
have put the girl."
"We will do neither," said Dick determinedl y.
"W e'il'l see," with a growl and a savage look.
The two boys were taken into the house, disarmed and bound, and put in a room on the
ground floor. DoHard went in and said:
"Make up your minds to one thing."
"We have," answered Bob. "We are certain
that you will' one day be hanged."
.
Dollard shot a fierce look at Bob, and replied:
"That's what we're going to do to you if you
don't tell us what we want to know. Look out of
that window."
"They are not getting the rope ready for you.
so soon, are they?" Bob asked.
"Not for us, but for you two," savagely. "Unde11stand that if you don't tell me what I want
to know, you will be hanged. I'll give you a.
quarter of an hour to think of it."
Then the man arose angrily and left the room,
slamming the door after him, but not locking iL
"Will it take you fifteen minutes to get your
hands loose, Dick?" asked Bob.
.
"No, nor five. In fact, I have been workingat them already. These fellows don't understand their business very well."
In fact, it was not more than a minute or two
before Dick had his hands free. Then he untied
his ankles and went over and released Bob.
"Are they all at the front of the house, Dil:k!•
aske'd Bob. "Where are the ho:rses ?"
"They are probably in the rear. I don't see
them."
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"Vve arn glad to see you, just the same, Mark,"
"Are all the men in front?"
"Very nearly, I think. We will go out at the replied Dick.
"Weren't two horses enough for you?" with a:
back."
.
"It's a pity we have no pistols to give these smile.
"As long a3 we had them, the enemy couldn't
fel lows a scare."
'"Yes, but perhaps we can do it, anyhow. Come use them," said Bob dryly.
"The very best of reasons for taking them,"
along."
They opened the door a'.1d Dick took out the said 1\lark.
key locked it on the outside and took the key
aw~y. They did not meet any one in the hou ~e,
and saw no one at the rear. The men were all CHAPTER XL-Blocking a Scoundrel's Game.
in front, fixing the nooses on the limb of an
Dick now mounted Major, and Bob got upon
old tree. The barn was not far away, and the
boys hurried to it. Here they found a dozen his bay, Mark having brought both.
"Do we want these other horses no w?" asked
horses.
"We will take them all," said Dick. "We don't Bob.
"They will do for carts," replied Mark, "but
need them, but--"
.
"But we don't want them to have any with otherwise we would not want them."
"Keep Dollard's at all events," said Dick. "I
which to pursue us," finished Bob.
sha11l want him. He is a very noticeable ani"Exactly."
The boys quickly brought out the horses, un- n1al."
"Yes; almost as much so ·as Dollard himself,"
seen by the Tories in front. Then they mounted
the best two each taking the tethers of five laughed Bob.
The boys now rode on toward the camp. Upon
others. All r{f a sudden the men in front heard
the return of Major and Bob's bay, without their
the tramp of horses.
riders, Mark at once feared that something had
"Jerushv, what's that?"
happened. to the two boys.
"Them blamed horses have stampeded."
"They have been captured by some one,"· he
"How could they, when they were in the barn?"
said "and have sent their ·h orses ahead."
"I don't know, but--"
H~ lost no time, therefore, in going in search
"By George, look at that, will you?''.
A dozen horses came suddenly dashmg across of the boys, taking the horses with him. They
the green toward the road: . The. two supposed met Dick and Bob sooner than they expected, and
were greatly interested in the story of their adpersons were in the lead, ndmg like the ,vmd.
ventures. There was still enough time for Dick
"Hi, stop 'em!"
,
,,
to reach Philadelphia, and he immediately set
"Stop nothing! How can you stop em!
aibout disguising..ahimself when he reached the
T he Tories hustened to get out of the way, for camp.
building ·out his n ose with putty,
the most part. Two or three did try to catch which heBystained
red, putting a .patch over one
some of the horses. They were only thrown eye, brushing his hair
down low en his forehe ad
down and badly bruised for their pains. Dol- and lining his
chin, Dick made himself look so
lard sent a shot or two flying after the horses as much like Dollard
that the boys were startled.
the boys reached the road. He str~ck one of the He put on a big coat
anclo- boots, mounted Dol·
led horses in the leg and lamed it ba~ly. B-ob lard's
horse, and set off toward the city. He di
quickly saw which one it was and shpp.ed the not need
go through Germantown, taking
t ether. Then he and Dick galloped on w.ith the road whichto led
one side of it, and so on
rest. The Tories had ng means of fol!owmg the Philadelphia. Heto was
riding on at a good spe
plucky boys, and they did not attempt it. One of when he met two men on
horseback.
Dick's horses soon went lame, and he loosed the
"Mornin', neighbor Dollard," said one. "Wh
tether and left the animal behind.
"There · will be a lot of bad language used," about---"
"No time to talk to you now," growled Di
laughed BO'b.
in an excellent imitation of the man's gruff ton
"'rhere will certainly be a lot of disappointed "Come and see me to-morrow."
Torres," echoed Dick.
Then he rode on without once looking bac
"Those fello"l'l"S were too confident by half."
He met others who took him for the poorho
~'And yet it seemed as if we would have a close
keeper, and some were not at all complim
shave at one time."
tary. He snarled at those, after the man's m
"There's no telling what may happen, and we nei-, and went on.
never give up."
"Mr. Jeremiah Dollard does not ~eem to
"That's always the best way, Bob."
the best of . reputations," he laughetr', as he
On they rode as fast as they could, safely, and on.
at length Bob said :
At length he reached the city, having no t
"There's some one coming, Dick, quite a numhie in passing the outposts. He went at once
ber."
·
the department where funds •ar-e held in trust
"It sounds like the Liberty Boys, Bob."
asked about the affairs of one Mary Bouci.
"So it was, for upon rounding a bend in the
"What do you kn~w of the matter, Mr.
road, they saw Mark and a score of the boys lard?" asked one of the officials, who evid
coming.
knew the man.
The boys halted as Dick and Bob came up, and
Dick looked at him and said:
Mark said:
.
"There is money to her crediiT, I unders
"We were coming to find you, but it seems 1'hat
"You will have to give me a reason for
you did not need us, after all."
ing to know, Mr. Dollard. Your repu
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not-well, I will not say anything libellous, of
course-"
"Then I'll send Mr. Filchett here and let him
ask !" snarled Dick.
"H'm! I'm afraid that Mr. Filchett has no better standing than yourself,'' with a snort.
Dick suddenly took the patch from his eye,
pulled off his fal se nose, and said :
"My dear sir, I am no more Jeremiah Dollard
than you are. In fact, I have come to warn you
against him and this rascally little lawyer, Filchett."
"Dear me, I never would have k nown but that
you were the man himself. \Vho are you then,
pray?"
"J ust a moment. Filchett will bring forgec~
papers here, pretending that Mary Bond is married. She is not, and not likely to be for some
time."
.
"Where is she? We have been unable to locate her for some time."
Dick then told of his meeting· with Mary, and
also with the. three scoundrels who coveted her
money.
"This is really very interesting," said the old
gentleman; but who are you, may I ask?"
"Witl you promi se not to mention to any one
until to-morrow, that I have been in the city?"
Dick asked.
"Wihy, that is a singular request. Still I see
no great objection to making such a promise."
"And you promise?"
.•

"Yes."

"I am Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys,

a band of patriot boys fighting for Ame1·ican

independence."
"The noblest cause in the world," the other
said. "Here, one is supposed to have no politics,
with all these dry records, but for all that, I am
in hearty symipathy with the cause.''
"Then I am more than ever certain that you
will not let this poor girl be robb ed."
"I cert ainly · shall not, be a ssured."
"The girl is in safe hands, and these scoundrels shall not get hold of her."
"I am very glad of that, and I trust that they
will not. Mr. Filchett's reputation is very bad,
and we would thoroughly investiga te any papers
which he might present here."
"I am glad to know that, but I meant to warn
you of his intentions."
"'I1hat is very proper, and shows me that you
are a boy of good principles."
"I have destroyed my disguise,'' with a laugh.
"Perhaps you can supply me with another?"
"I shall be glad to do so ."
"I will mark Dollard's horse so that he will
not be known, and then, with another di sguise, I
think I shall pass muster."
"I shall be glad to be of any assistance to you,
Captain. My home is close at hand, and if you
will come with me I will fix you up so that the
enemy will never know you."
Dick then accompanied the old gentleman home
and was provided with a suit of black and a cocked hat. With a little lam pblack-he so altered the
appearance of Do!larcl's horse that the man himself would not have known him. Time was pressing, and the old gentleman asked Dick to remain as his guest all night, b t he declined with
y thanks.
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"No, thank you,'' said Dick, "I shall have no
trouble in leaving the city, and I think I had better go. I shall be at the camp in an hour or
two, and it wi11 be better."
"Just as you think best , Captain. I am glad
to have met you, and glad to know that this poor
girl has found such good friends ."
. "No better than you would be, I know, sir,"
Dick returned.
Then he mounted his horse and set out to leave
the city. He was riding along at :rn easy gait,
as befitted his sedate appearance , and \va.;; nearly
to the outposts, when he saw Filchett coming toward him.
"The little rascal has made good time,'' he
thought. "I wonder if h e will know me?"
The little lawyer shot a quick glance at Dick
from his beady eyes, and at once cried:
"Rebels, rebels! turn out the guard · stop--"
But at that instant Dick da r ted forw~rd, caught
the little fellow's foot and pitched him out of his
saddle.
CHAPTER XII.-Message from the 'Commander.
The little lawyer's fall from th<' sadrl!e d'.d not
result in any serious injury, but his di .~;nity was
seriously interfered with. His big wiP," came off,
showing a very bald and shhy pate. arid his
b1ack coat was split up the back. revea1 ing a not
over-dean red flannel shirt. Hi s lawvcr's blue
bag, which gave him a very clerical look, spilled
out its contents, and hi s dignity received another
shock. Instead of legal documents, bristling with
seals and tied up with reel tape, the bag contained only bread and cheese and a bottle. The crnwd
around him burst into a roar of laughter, and a
guard, stepping up, said:
"If you are a rebel, little man, I would advise
you to have very little to say about it."
"No, we don't ·have much regard fo r such gentry," muttered another.
"Put him in the stocks," suggested a citizen.
"Hold him under the pump," advised a second.
"Make him say 'God save the king,' and then
horsewhip him," said a third.
The little lawyer put on hi s wig, gathered u p
the contents of his bag, got up, mounted his
horse and sputtered :
"If you had followed my advice, this woul~
not have happened. You have perrnitted one of
the cleverest rebel spies in the country to es•
cape."
"Why, you little whiff et, you are a rebel 'yourself, and we were told to stop you," laughed the
redcoat.
"Me?" snapped Filchett. "Do you know who
I am, sir? I am the honorable Ezekiel Filchett_
Esquire, barrister, counsellor and attorney-atlaw, and you have allowed Dick Slater, the rebel,
to escape."
Others came up who knew Filchett, and he escaped arrest, but no t the laughter of the crowd.
Dick, meanwhile, had passed the guardhoui:;e, and
was safely on his way, .laughing .at the discom•
fiture of the peppery little lawyer.
"He will have catise to remember me with nq
pleasant sensations." Dick said to himself, 1 "and
Dollard will share them."
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He did not take- the risk of going through GerThey wished to a id the general all they could,
mantown, but went by the other road, and put and now acted as an advance guard. The r oads
Dollard's horse to his best paces so a s to gain as were rough, however, and the progress of the
much time as- ihe could. He reached the camp at boys was not as r apid a s they had hoped. It was
last, some time after dark. It wa s quite late almost sunrise when the g allant Liberty Boys, a
when Ben Spurlock, on picket, heard some one little in advance of the general, emerged from
approaching.
the woods on Chestnut Hill. The approach of the
patriots had been discovered at early dawn by
"Who goes tlhere?" he demanded.
"A friend, with a message from the command- the British patrol. There wa s a fog forming,
. er-in-chief."
but there was still light enough to see clearly.
The British troops were ·quickly called to arms
"Advance, friend, and give the countersign."
and formed in battle order on Mount Airy. This
"Germantown is ours," said the messenger.
Ben gave the fire a stir and saw that the mes- elevation was about a mile north of Judge
senger wore the uniform of a lieutenant. He Chew's large stone house at the horthern end of
the straggling village of Germantown.
quickly signalled to Sam, who came up.
At ALien's house, on Mount Airy, the British
"You have a letter to the captain?" Ben asked.
"Yes," and the messenger showed Ben a packet. picket had two six-pounders, and were supposed
"Conduct the lieutenant to Captain Slater's to be strongly entrenched. The Liberty Boys
tent," said Ben to Sam.
and a part of Sullivan's column now advanced
to attack the picloot. The plucky boys dashed
"This way, sir," said Sam.
Will Freeman, hearing the signal, had already forward and poured in a hot volley. Conway,
leading a part of his brigade, attacked the enrun forward to arouse Dick.
"A messenger from the commander-in-chief, emy on one side, while the Liberty Boys a ssanCaptain," he said, putting his face close to the ed them on another. The six-pounders were sitent.
lenced, and the enemy began to fall back upon
'the main body. Dick suddenly saw the leader
Dick was awake in moment.
"Bid him wait a moment, Will," said Dick, get- of the picket and an aide trying to escape. He
ting up. ·
recognized the man at once as Blodgett. Word
When Sam came 'up with the messenger, Will, was quickly sent around to capture him. Dick,
Bob and a dozen of the Liberty Boys began
who had stirred up the fire close by, said:
quickly closing in upQn him. Washington him"The captain will see you in a moment, sir."
"Thank you," said tihe other. "It is important self had dismounted and stood with a party of
his men on a bit of rising ground -close at hand.
that no time Should be lost."
The brigadier was evidently somewhat perIn a few moments Dick came out of his tent.
A number of Lilberty Boys were gathered near, plexed, and did not know just which way to turn.
knowing that it must be something of impor- Muskets were rattling, and pistols were cracking
tance to bring a messenger to the camp at this in all directions. Smoke and fog filled the air,
hour. The lieutenant handed Dick a letter, say- and one mig,ht easily become confused. It was
evident that Blodgett was, for he "Qegan making
ing:
"You are to act as aids to General Washing- his way straigiht toward where General Washington stood among his aides. The Liberty Boys
ton."
"Yes, we have been doing so. His excellency quickly closed in upon him, tesolved to make him
a prisoner of war. Dick, Bob, Ben, Sam and a
received my last message?"
dozen more rapidl y pressed forward upon the
"He did."
Dick broke the seal and read the message at- confused Brigadier. All of a sudden he realized
tentively.
his danger and attempted to escape. Bob ran
"Call Lreutenants E staibrook and Morrison," he up and seized the redcoat's ibridle rein.
The angry Briton aimed a blow at him wi
s aid.
Will ran off to call Bob, while Phil went for his sword. Dick at once raised his own swo
and s ent tihe weapon flying. The aide threw u
Mark. In a short time the boys came up.
"The general is on his way now from Metu- his hands in astonishment. Ben pressed fo
chen," said Dick. "The enemy are to be attacked ward on the redcoa t's right, and threatened hi
in the morning. Give orders to march at once with the bayonet. Sam and Will advanced on ti
left, equally determined. George, Phil and o
and await his excellency 9n the main r oad."
In a few moments all was bustle and activity ers came rapidly up in the rear. The two r
coats were now surrounded.
in the camp.
"You are our prisoner, sir," said Dick .
--Without a sword, threatened on all sides, c
fus ed, and in the g reatest alarm, the pomp
CHAPTER XIII.-Victory Turned to Defeat.
r edcoa t could not but submit. He was quic
General Washington had started the evening surrounded, hurried away to the rear, the bo
before from his encampment on Skippack Creek f eeling very proud over the captuTe. Washi
toward Germantown. Small parties wer e sent ton himself had wit nessed it, and said to Di
"Very cleverly done, Captain. Take good c
out to secure every man who might give the enemy notice of the approach of the patriots, and of your prisoner of war. He may prove mo
every precaution was taken to ensure a complete important."
"He is, y our excellency," replied Dick, "but
surprise. Wihen Washington approac!hed, accompanying the columns of.,.Wayne and Sullivan, the cannot explain at this moment."
The captured l'edcoat and his aide were h
Liberty Boys joined him. It was the general's
intention to reach the British picket s on Chest- ried to the rear, and then Dkk and the
nut Hill before daylight, and the boys pressed mounted and rode forward. It seemed that
gett was in command of the picket, as Dick
forward.
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supposed, and had just sent for reinforcements,
hoping to keep back the pati·iots and distinguish
himself. His sudden •surprise and capture, and
the retreat of the picket prevented him from doing so, and he was greatly chagrined. He had
just assumed his advanced position, and now his
hopes of rising any higher we1ie clashed to the
ground.
Dick was not so much elated at having the
man as a prisoner of war as he was at capturing a scoundrel whose evil schemes he meant to
thwart. To force a confession from the conspirator and defeat his wicked plans was of more
importance to Dick than to capture a brigadier.
The prisO'Iler having been sent to the rear where
he ·would be safe, Dick now advanced with his
brave boys to once .more act as aids to Washington. The picket, having been driven back to the
main body, Sullivan now moved through the fields
and formed in a lane leading from Allen's house
toward the Schuylkill. He now joined in the attack with great vigor, and quickly showed the
effect of his energy. The Liberty Boys moved
forward from another point, and fairly hurled
themselves upon •the redcoats. Word had gone
rapidly through the troop that Blodgett had been
captured, and the boys were greatly elated.
Nothing was needed, really, to give them courage, but it seemed as if the news gave them added vigor and made them fight with 1 extra zeal.
After a sharp fight of about twenty minutes, the
enemy gave way and fell · back to the village,
clm~ypunM~
·
"Forward, Liberty Boys!" cried Dick. "Down
with the redcoats!"
"Liberty forever!" shouted the gallant fellows.
"Scatter the enemy !"
Then they rushed forward swiftly, determined
to punish the enemy all they could. Colonel
Musgrave, commanding the British center, finding himself furiou sly attacked, quickly occupied
Judge Chew's house, with five companies of the
Fortieth Regiment. Woodford's brigade, pursuing the enemy, was met with a tremendous fire
from the house, and their progress was checked.
The Liberty Boys fired a volley at the house, but
with little effect, as it was of stone. General
Reed wished to pursue the remainder of the enemy, now in great confusion, and leave the house,
but General Knox, . of the artillery, object~, on
the ground that it was against all military rules
to leave an enemy in a fort in the rear.
His opinion prevailed, and the pursuit was
abandoned. A young man was now sent with a
flag to demand the immediate surrender of the
house. He was s,l a in by a bullet when within
gunshot of the place. Maxwell's brigade now
brought cannon to bear upon it in the rear, but its
walls were too strong. Those within fought vigorously, and it was found impossible to dislodge
them. Attempts were also made to fire the house,
but without success, and much valuable time was
lost, many of the troops having halted, and
Wayne's division, which had 'Nell advanced, being
broug-ht back. This uncovered Sullivan's left
flank and disconcerted his plans, an advance upon
the enemy being about to be attempted. The
fog had increased, and now so bewildered both
ies of contestants that the greatest confusion prevailed, and some of the divisions of pa'ots actually mistook friends for enemies and
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fired. The British, on the very point of retreating, having chosen a l)lan to fall back too, in fact,
quickly rallied, and, fighting with renewed vigor,
gained the day.
CHAPTER XIV.-Recaptured.
After the battle Washington fell back towara
his former camp in the Metuchen Hills. In the
confusion the prisoner had been retaken, and the
Liberty Boys' prisoner of war went with them.
"It is not so impo1'tant in one way, after all,"
said Dick, "for we know the man's plans now,
and have thwarted them."
"As long as they don't get hold of Mary," adtled Bob.
"Yes; but they are ha1·dly likely to do that."
"If they did, and forced her to marry some
one, then your friend in the city could not help
you."
"No, he could not; but there is very little
chance of any of the scoundrels getting hold of
her, Bob."
"Very true, ·with the watch we keep on her."
The .boys fell back to a safe distance, not as
far as their former camp, but one which would
be hard to find. Dick still had Dollard's horse,
but had little use for it, as the animal was not
as good as any of their ordinary horses.
"If the fellow comes after his horse, he may
. have it," said Dick.
"He is hardly likely to do that," laughed Bob.
"He would be afraid we would make a prisoner
of him."
The Liberty :Soys would still act as aids to
Washing-ton, and while they remained in camp
would k~ep a watch on the enemy and give timely warmng- of any threatened move against the
patriots. There was no sign of any move that
night, and the boys were undi sturbed in their
camp. In the morning Dick sent out a number
of _scouting parties to get what news they could,
wl11le he and Bob rode off to see the girls. They
saw nothing of Dollard on the road, as they had
done before, and rode on undisturbed.
"The fellow's house is somewhere hereahouts "
said Bob, "so if he should g-et hold of Mary, vJe
would know where to look."
"I don't believe he would take her there," Dick
retorted.
"If he did, .he would have to act quickly before
we got around."
::well, he hasn't got her yet, Bob," shortly.
No, and I guess after all that he won't get
her. Even if he knew where she were, the girls
would not let her go."
Reaching the house, the boys were heartily
welcomed by the girls and Mary Bond.
"There was a battle yesterday,'' said Alice.
"We heard the firing v~ry distinctly."
"Yes, and we should have won it, but didn't"
repli ed Dick. "However, it does not settle the
war."
"No, indeed," replied Alice hastily,
Dick told of having had Blodgett as a prisoner, and added:
"I have learned much sinc.e I was here, and
Mary need have no fear of losing either her property pr her freedom."
.
Dick then told of his visit, to Philadelphia, the
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girls being very much interested. The boys at
length left the house, promising to come again
the next day or to send word if t hey could not.
They were riding on at a fair speed, and were
about two-thirds of the way to the camp, when
Dick suddenly halted.
"What is it, Dick?" Bob asked.
" There is some one coming. Don't you hear
them.?"
Dick's hearing was much better t han Bob's,
but in a few moments the young lieutenant said:
"Yes, I hear some one on horseback coming
along the road."
"It can't be the boys, Bob. They i;:ide too
heavy."
"No, but who could it be, Dick? There are
n one of our men hereabouts."
"No, and I think it is a scouting party of the
enemy."
"They must riot see u s, then."
"Take to the woods, Bob. We can hide till
they go past."
The boys quickly turned their horses into the
woods, and made them lay down. The clatter of
hoofs was now quite loud and, creeping nearer to
the road, the boys looked out cautiously. The
horsemen presently came in sight, and proved to
be a party of redcoats, as Dick had suspected.
There were fully two score of them, and they
were led by Blodgett himself. When they went
by Dick said to Bob:
"Quick, Bob ; let us hurry to the camp. These
fellows are sure to go back the way they came."
"Jove! you are going to try and capture them,
Dick?"
"One of them, at least, Bob.".
"Good ! That fellow was our prisoner, and we
hated to lose him."
The boys quickly mounted and rode speedily
away. If they could reach the camp in time to
get the Liberty Boys out before the return of
the redcoats, it would be a triumph. The enemy
probably had no idea that they were anywhere
about, and this would be a genuine surprise.
"It will make them keep a sharper watch after this, Dick," chuckled Bob.
"Yes, if we can surprise them, Bob."
"And show them that we are a lways on the
watch."
"Yes, indeed."
The boys rode on at good speed, hearing nothing of the enemy on the way. Some of the boys
were out when they reached the camp. Still
there were enough left to give the redcoats plenty
to do. They were all greatly excited when they
learned that they were to attack the redcoats.
They made all haste to get in the saddle, and go
to meet the enemy. When they reached the r oad
they heard sharp firing.
"Some of the boys have met the enemy and
are trying conclusions with them," said Bob.
T he boys rode on, and soon came across Ben,
Sam and a dozen others hurrying to get away
from a party of redcoats more than three times
their number. They quickly joined the main
party, and all rode forward. I n a short time they
came upon the redcoats led by Blodgett. The
l atter were greatly sur prised, having an idea
that they would drive all the ~oys before them.
They saw that they were in great da nger of
being scattered t hemselves, and began t o mti.ke a
bold stand. Dick had g~ven or der s to capture '
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Blodgett, and not to pay any attention t o the
rest. The boys charged fu1iously, and at the
same time a number dis mounted and made their
way t hrough the woods on both sides of the road.
?'he enemy, finding themselves in danger of bemg captured, began to scatter in all directions.
B.Jodgett tried t o hold them together, but could
not. Then, '.l'bandoned by his men, and seeing
that he was m danger of capture, he tried to escape. Ben! Sam, H~ry, Will and George suddenly ran m upon him. Harry and Will seized
his br idle reins. Ben and Sam presented their
muskets at his breast. George ran up and caught
him around the waist.
"Surr ender !" cried the boys.
Some of the redcoats t ried to rescue him but
other Liberty Boys prevented. The red~oats
were driven back, and made good their escape.
Blodgett blustered and tried to draw his pistols
'
but Ben cried sharply :
"If you make a mov~ we will riddle you with
bullets. We are not to be trifled with and it is
'
time that you knew it."
The l!lan scowled and muttered something
under his breath, and just then Dick Slater came
up and said:
"I 'will t rouble yo!l for your sword, sir."
The angry redcoat unbuckled his weapon and
threw it in the road, saying insultingly:
"'1:'here it is. If you want it, pick it up."
Dick made a quick gesture to Ben. The latter and Sam had the 'redcoat out of his saddle
)
in an instant.
."Pick u~ your sword a nd give it to the captam, you impudent upsta rt!" hissed Ben giving
'
him a cuff over the ear.
Blodgett saw that the boy was determined and
picked up his sword from the road. The~ he
handed it to Dick, his face scarlet, and said·
"It is not customary for one to su r ren°d er a
sword except to one's equal or superior."
"Take his sword, Ben," said Dick
"If you knew how to wear a s~ord " to Blod·
gett, "you would not be thus put to ~hame."
Ben took the officer's weapon, and the boys then
set out for the camp.

CHAPTER XV.-Bad News.
The captured r edcoat, angry and chagrin
rode among an escort of Liberty Boys back
the camp. He had insulted Dick, and had be
shamed for it, and h!s anger scarcely knew an
bounds. He was obliged to control it, howeve
for the 1boys would not brook any insult to the'
captain. and he 'realized it. When he reach
the camp, Dick said to him:
"Your cousin, whom you sought to rob is ·
good hands. The authorities have been
against your three conspirators, and your pl
will not succeed."
Blodgett g-lared at Dick, but said nothing.
"Your rank makes you of sufficient impo
to be delivered up to our general, and you will
taken away at once," Dick continued.
Blodgett made no reply, but it could easily
seen that his false pride had been greatly t
down. Mark and a dozen of the Liberty
were then dispatched with the prisoner to
general's c-a mp, and bidden to make all h
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"We have no use for a fellow like that," sputtered Bob, >vhen the prisoner had gone.
"No, and I am glad to get him out of the
camp," Dick answered.
'
Mark could go and come that day, by riding
fast, and Dick urged upon him to do so.
"Tl;tere is no danger of him being waylaid by
any of thos·e scattered redcoats, is there, Dick?"
asked Bob.
"No, I don't think so. They will hardly have
gathered in sufficient force yet, and I think it
more than likely that they will make all haste to
reach Germantov1111, and not delay on the road."
"I guess you're right,'' laughed Bob.
Mark returned some time after dark, having
delivered his prisoner safely and meeting with
no adventures.
"The man was the most crestfallen person I
ever saw," the young second lieutenant said to
Dick. "All the pride seemed to Ii.ave been taken
out of him."
"It will do him good," sputtered Bob. "He
had altogether too much of it, and it wasn't a
good sort, either."
The boys kept a sharp lookout that night, as it
was likely that the redcoats might try and discover their camp. Some of them were seen on
the road, in fact, by boys stationed there, but
they did not get anywhere near the camp. The
next morning Dick and Bob went off to vi sit the
"rls. Arriving at the house, they found that the
tter had just come in from visiting a sick neighr. Mary Bond was out, and th e mother of the
girls' friends said that she had gone to the camp
with a messenger Dick had sent.
"But I have sent none," the boy said.
"He brought a note, which I had no reason to
"nk was not genuine," the woman said.
. "Where is it?" and Dick was given the note.
"I never wrote it," he said. "It is a pity Alice
d Edith were not here. Still I do not blame
ou."
"It is the work of that rascally lawyer,'' said
b. "Mary has been stolen away!"
"And we must find her!" said Dick.

CHAPTER XVI.-Finding Clues.

Dick, Bob and the two girls began to discuss
w best to get Mary away from her abductors.
ere was no doubt in the minds of any of them
at Dollard was at the bottom of the affair.
e first thing to do was to ascertain where
ary had been taken. The almshouse was the
st likely place, and they did not give that a
ond thought. The messenger had come in a
-horse chaise, and Mary had gone off in it
n th him. No one had noticed which way it had
e, and the boys were not able to tell. There
re so many confused tracks and hoofmarks on
road that it was impossible to pick up a
·1.
e "The only thing we know is that she was taken
e ay in a chaise," said Bob.
"And Filchett sometimes rides in one," added
:chett himself had not come after Mary. The
who did was described like so many others
it would be a hard matter to find him. He
simply a red-faced man in a suit of home-
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spun. They might find dozens of men like that,
and none of them would be the right one.
"We must try and pick up a trail somewhere,
Bob," said Dick.
.
"There's one thing about it, Dick,'' answered
Bob. "If they had come one way, we would have
seen them."
"Yes, but they could have turned off at several places."
"So they could."
"Then we must go back and see if they have."
The boys mounted their horses and rode back
toward the camp. At the first crossroad the
tracks were very much confused. They turned
into it, however, and before long saw the tracks
of wheels and of a single horse.
"The man has come this way and then gone
back," declared Bob.
. "Yes, that is quite plain, but we do not know
if it is the one we want."
However, they rode on at a good pace something farther, when Dick suddenly drew rein.
"What is it, Dick?" asked Bob.
"A bit. of cloth torn from a dress,'' ;;aid Dick,
getting down and picking it up.
"That's a piece of Mary's dress," exclaimed
Bob.
"Yes, it has caught on the wheel, been whirled about a number of times and has then dropped on the road."
"Then we are on the r ight track, Dick?"
"We must be."
They rode on and came to a house setting well
back from the road. A lane ran up to it, and
here they saw the tracks coming out and going
in. Beyond the house there were nothing but
old tracks.
"The house looks deserted, Dick," observed
Bob.
They rode into the lane as far as the house.
The tracks went still farther, and did not go up
to the house. The boys dismounted and went
forward. There was no one about the house, and
they pushed open the door and looked in, finding
it empty and deserted.
.
"They have gone on," said Bob. "There must
be another place ahead, somewhere."
"So it would seem,'' shortly.
·They remounted their horses and rode on. At
length they came to a wagon path turning from
the Jane and losing itself in the woods. Bob
would have turned into this, as the chaise tracks
were seen going in that direction. Dick halted,
however.
"Whatls the matter, Dick?" asked Bob.
"T·he girl has gotten out here, and has gone
on with some one."
Bob jumped to the ground.
"Jove! you are right. Here are footprints-a
girl's and a man's."
.
"T·hey are Mary's, no doubt. Wait a few minutes, Bob."
Dick then dismounted and followed the footprints. They led along the lane, and the girl's
disappeared, only those of the man being seen.
"The fellow, whoever he is, carried her fram
this point,'' said Dick.
Crossing it on horseback, the boys soon picked
up the trail. Then on the ground, scarcely discernible, Dick saw something. Jumping down,
he picked it up and showed it to Bob.

I
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"Jove! I would not have noticed that, Dick."
What Dick had picked up was a green cloth
patch with a black cord on it.
"I would have taken it for a leaf, even if I
had seen it," continued Bob.
It was a patch such as Dollard wore over his
eye. Beyond a doubt it belonged to the man himself, and had been flipped off as he passed under
a branch.
·"That is an important clue, Dick," said Bob.
"Yes, and we said this man was no doubt at the
bottom of the affair."
Having no u se for the patch, Dick threw it
down and the boys went on. They had to dismount shortly, however, and lead their horses,
the woods weve so thick. They had no trouble in
following the trail, however, and went on rapidly. At length Dick said to Bob, as he stopped
for a moment:
"Wait here, Bob. I think I hear water running."
Then Dick hurried on and presently heard the
sound of running water much plainer. Then he
made out a rough caibin a little ahead of him. In
a short time he came_to a deep gully into which
plunged a stream. Opposite to him was the cabin
he had seen. There was a rude bridge over the
gully, but it was hauled up, on the other side,
and held in place by a thick rope. This was made
fast to a tree growing on the bank. There was
no way of crossing here, and above the falls the
s;;ream was rapid and too wide to leap over. As
Dick stood looking at the cabin a man came out
of it. It was Dollard, without the patch over his
eye.
"Hello!" cried Dick. "Let down the bridge."
"I won't do it!" growled Dollard. "This is my
house, and I don't let in rebels."
"You have got that poor girl over there, and
you must give her up."
"I haven't got anybody; I live here alone."
"There is no us.e of your lying. We have been
following your trail and know that you have the
girl there."
"I haven't, and you may as well go away, for I
will never let you come over."
Dollard suddenly drew a pistol and fired. Dick
had seen the motion, and in a moment was behind
a tree. The bullet whizzed past him, and struck
a tree at a little distance. Attracted by the
sound, Bob came hurrying forward.
"Look out, Bob," said Dick, "here is Dollard
with a pistol."
Bob quickly got, behind a tree near the brink
and drew his own weapons.
"If you say so, Dick, I will pop him," he said.
"No; for then we might not be able to get to
Mary," replied Dick.
"You never will!" snarled Dollard.

CHAPTER XVII.-Mary Found.
If Dick had not already been satisfied that
Mary was in the cabin across the gully, he would
have been now. How to get over was the question. T·h e gully was too wide' and too deep, and
the stream above too swift. Farther up it might
be crossed easier, and Dick sent B"':> up to look.
In a few minutes Bob came back with the report
that there were two streams, joining, and that
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both were too swift and too wide to be crossed.
Dollard kept behind a tree, and presently entered
the Jog cabin.
'
"There are only two of us, and we can't build
a bridge over the gully," said Bob.
"No, we must get the bridge clown," replied
Dick quietly.
•
"Get the bridge clown, Dick?" in surprise.
"Yes."
"How are we going to do that, I'd like to
know?"
"You see how it is held up, don't you?"
"Yes; by a thick rope made fast to a tree."
"How many shots would it take to cut through
the rope, Bob?"
"H'm! the bridge is fairly heavy, Dick."
"Yes, it is, and that will be an advantage."
"We've got to hit the rope squarely every time,
Dick."
"We can do that, Bob."
"And in the same place."
"There will be no trouble about that, either.
"Well, we must," with a laugh.
"Look where I hit it, Bob."
Dick then fired two shots in quick successio
at the rope at a point where the tension on it w
greatest. Both shots hit, and they could see bi
of the rope loosened. Bob fired two shots, hit
ting the rope just where Dick had hit it. The
Dick fired three shots, every one in the sam
place, and stopped to reload . Bob fired two mo
and the rope was seen to be thinner at a certa·
point, as if it were stretched. Dollard earn
out cautiously, looked a:bout, pistols in hand, an
growled:
"Oh, you can pepper away, but you won't g
over."
He did not notice how the rope had been we
ening, and evidently had no idea why the bo
had been firing.
"You can keep on firing signal shots," he sna
ed, "but if you fetch all your blamed young r
els here, they couldn'l get over."
The boys had reloaded, and now began fi · o
again, first one and then the other. The To
thinking the boys were trying to hit him,,
into the house.
The boys fired four or five shots apiece, sho
ing their skill by hitting the rope at every s
It was more difficult than at first, for the r
was thinniir from losing strands and be'
stretched. At last it parted with a loud s
Down crashed the ·bridge, its support gone,
severed rope cracking like a whip as it flew a
The boys dashed across the bridge as Do
alarmed at the sound, came hurrying out. S
them, he turned and dashed into the woods.
ran into the cabin, while Bob remained outsid
guard against mischief. Dick found Mary in
cabin, bound hand and foot. He quickly cut
ropes that secured her. and hurried outside
her.
"The bridge got a pretty severe strain,
that fall, Dick," said Bob, "and I hear it er
as if it might go to pieces at any minute." ·
The bridge was made of limbs bound tog
with withes, and was a very rude affair.
"Hurry over, Bob," said Dick. "Take
with you."
"Yes, but, ·Dick, you are of more impo
than I am."
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"Go ahead, Bob."
Bob then took Mary's hand and hurried with
her over the bridge, which creaked and groaned
and seemed about to fall. They r eached the
other side safely, and Bob called over :
"Hurry, Dick; it can't hold together much
longer!"
Dick ran lightly across the bridge, throwing
himself forward into Bob's arms as he neared the
edge. Bob caught him, and in another moment
the bridge, weakened and strained b eyond its
strength, went crashing into the gull y.
"He'll have to make his way home in a roundabout fashion," declared Bob.
"The place did not seem like a regular habita.tion," said Dick, "what little I saw of it."
"The man said he would keep me there till I
promised to do a s he said," said Mary. "I think
ie has used it as a prison before."
"Were you ever here?"
"No. It isn't a house; it is a prison, and a ter•
·le place."
"Well, never mind; you are safely out of it,
d need think:mo more about it.'"
The boys went on, with Mary between t hem,
d at length reached the horses.
,"Who brought the message to you?" a sked
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on th~ way when they h eard redco at s ip. the lane.
Pushmg on, they struck into the road where there
were no r edcoats in sight. Then they both mounted, Dick in front of Mary, and set off at a canter
In a short time they heard a shout. Some of th~
redcoats r eturning had caught sight of them. .
"Go ahead, Bob, a s fast as you can," said Dick.
"You h a d better put me down," said Mary. "!
only hinder you, and I can find my way hack."
"No, it is all right," said Dick. "I can keep
ahead of these fellows. Major can carry both
of us, and make good speed."
·
Then he flew ahead, with the l'edcoat s comi,ng
after at full sp eed.
CHAPTER XVIII.-The Enemy P ut to Rout.

The boys were tbelow the h ouse, and would
She
could be sent back by some of the boys, or Dick
a nd Bob could accompany her. The thing to do
n ow was to get away from the redcoat s. The
latter may n ot have recog&ized Dick but they
did know that there were two young •1rebels" ·on
the road, and were anxious to capture them. On
they came, putting their horses to t heir f ullest
speed. The boys dashed ahead, Bob in the lead
"[ don't know. Some one I had never seen."
for Dick always looked out for others first. H~
"And you suspected nothin g till you met Dol- could have escaped, ev.en with Major carrying
doub le, but he wished to see that Bob was safe
?"
first .
"No ; nothing.''
"Don't trust to strangers after this. If I sent
·"K~ep on, Bob," he said. "They haven't caught
messenger, it would be one of the Liberty Boys, u p with me yet, and I won't let them in a h urry."
me one ·whom you knew."
"Yes, I understand, but I thought you needed
All of a sudden two Liberty Boys appeared at
, and you had done so much for me that I a bend in the road. They were Patsy and Carl /
out on a foraging expedition.
nt without question.''
"Those scoundrel s knew that, no doubt, and it
"Hello !" laughed BOlb. "There are two of our
as therefore easier for them to carry out their boys, at any rate."
s, but you must be careful in the f uture."
?atsy and Carl saw Dick ·and Bob and the pur"I will,'' said Mary.
sumg redcoats: Then Patsy waved his hat, sent
Dick put the girl on Major and walked along- his horse ahead at a gallop, and shouted:
e till they reached the lane. Then he took
"Come on, boys, the whole of ye, an' we'll scat's bay, the young lieutenant goi·ng ahead on ter the t'undherin' redcoats an' Hessians, begort to keep a lookout. Shortly before getting ry."
the road, Dick signalled to Bob to stop. Then
Then Carl let out a roar and followed Patsy.
quickly jumped down and halted both horses. Dick looked back and saw that the redcoats were
"What is it, Dick?" whispered Bob.
halting, evidently supposing that there were many
"There is some one in the road. Go ahead more of the Liberty Boys. Then, as Patsy and
~ tiously and take a look," Dick answered.
Carl went by with a rush, the enemy turned and
Bob made his way carefully to the bushes at fled .
side of the road. Peering out cautiously, he
"Come back, Patsy!" Dick shouted.
.
that a con siderable party of redcoats and
He and Bob flew on, and in a moment the two
sians had just halted a little way off. Some comical Liberty Boys came flying after them.
dismounted, and were standing by their It was some little time before the enemy discovrses, others were sitting in the saddle at the ered that they had fled before two of the boys.
e of t he road. A numb ~r were riding up and Bf that time the boys were well on their way.
, evidently reconnoitering or delivering m es- Dick waited for Patsy and Carl to come up, and
of som e sort. There was much blust er and then sent them ahead.
'se, and there seemed to be a great deal of
"Very well done, boys,'' he said encouragingly.
'tement over .something.
"But now get on with y ou, and strike for the
There can 't be any of the Liberty Boys about,'' camp a s quick as you can."
ught Bob. "Perhaps the people are aroused,
Th e ~wo funny fellows made good speed and
vi these invaders fear trouble.'
even passed Bob, who was waiting for Dick. At
n a moment Dick was at Bob's side, peering a point where the trees and a bend in the road
t upon the enemy.
hid them from sight of the redcoats, they left
"We shall have to go below, Bob,'' he whis- the road and hurried on toward the camp. Dick
ed. "We can't get .through here."
hoped that he might rouse the Liberty Boys in
en both boys went back. and set off through time to fall upon the en emy and scatter them.
woods so as to reach the road below where Patsy and Carl had the same idea. Getting te
enemy were halted. They had not b7en long the camp firs't, Patsy said t o Mark :

r.

th~refore have to take Mary to the camp.
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"Hurry up, Liftinant, an' get the boys out. horses were led away, and the the tents were taThere do be a lot av redcoats afther the cap- ken down with all haste. Not a moment was lost,
tain."
and there was no time to spare. The boys were
Mark quickly rallied a score or two of the Lib- only well out of the camp when the enemy enerty Boys and hurried toward the road with them. tered the road leading to it. Filohett had eviDick met them and, sending Mary on to the dently discovered the camp in spite of Patsy's
refusing to tell him about it.
camp, returned with the boys.
The redcoats had passed the road leading to
The redcoats, angry at having been routed that
the camp, and Dick hurried on after them; More morning, and knowing that Washington was miles
Liberty Boys soon joined him, and before !orig away, were resolved to punish the "saucy young
the entire band were in full pursuit. ·They rebels,'' as they styled the boys. The pickets
.came upon the rearguard of the enemy at length had been withdrawn none too ·soon, and were now
and set up a shout. They fired a volley and with the main body. Dick pushed on into the
charged, shouting their battle cry. The redcoats hills, where he would be safe from attack. Seeattempted to rally, but the boys made such a ing the fires still burning, the enemy advanced
din and came on with such a rush that they cautiously, so as not to fall into a trap . • There
seemed like the whole of Washington's army re- were shacks up, and here and there figures were
turning. The enemy fled in hot haste, and Dick seen under the trees and by the fires. These
soon abandoned the pursuit, knowing that they figures were only dummies dressed up in cast-off
would not return. Then he wheeled and rode off uniforms. They deceived the enemy, however,
to the camp, well satisfied witlh his morning's and they advanced with great caution.
work.
Meanwhile, the Liberty Boys were making thei
"I think those follows were looking for our way as rapidly and as quietly as :1iossible to thei
camp," observed Bo1', as they rode back.
new quarters. At length the redcoats and Hes
"Perhaps," Dick answered, "but they did not sians, having surrounded the camp, made a sud
find it."
den dash upon it. The Hessians shot down th
"That lying little lawyer would be glad to dummies, and tore the uniforms from them, onl
show them where it is."
to discover how they had been deceived.
"No doubt; but he does not know the way:"
Shacks were overturned upon the fires and d
"He will be looking for it, you may be sure,"
returned Bolb. "He hates us, and would do us stroyed, but there was little for the enemy
wreak their spite upon, and they were great!
any injury he could."
"Now that Blodgett is out of the way, he and chagrined.
Much valuable time had been lost, for the'
Dollard could share the money if they could get
leaders now saw that the boys could not have be
Mary married," observed Mark.
"I believe that those having it in charge would long out of the camp when they reached it. Th
refuse to pay it over to any one but Mary now," they looked for the road by which the boys h
left, with the intention of following and puni
_
replied Dick.
"And she knows about it, which she did not ing them. It was not so easy to follow the ro
before," added Bob, "so that they are not likely after it had been found, however. There was
moon, and the stars gave little light, and
to fool her."
"No; but I agree with you that both Dollard farther they went, the thicker and darker
and Filchett would do us an injury, if they could, the woods. They gave up the pursuit at len
and we must be on the watch for them,'' declared and made their way back to the road, greatly
appointed. The Liberty Boys kept on till t
Dick.
found a suitable camp, and fortified it agai
When they reached the camp they found Mary the enemy. The latter did not appear hewe
1
safe and sound and glad to see them again. Af- and the night passed without further mciden
ter dinner they provided the girl with a horse,
Not long after that the Liberty Boys were
and Dick and Bob set off with her to return to
the house. The girls were glad to see Dick and down upon the Delaware to help defend
Bob again, and were greatly interested in hear- forts on that river. A!t the same time, the
ing pf Mary's adventures. When the boys re- had an opportunity to go to Westchester wit
turned to the camp, Patsy told Dick how he proper escort, and they departed, taking M
with them. Dick saw no more of either Doi
and Carl had met the little lawyer.
was mad
"The little scaramouch thried to get me to tell or Filchett, and no further attempt
secure Mary's fortune by fraud and deceit.
him where the camp wor sor,'' Patsy said.
Blodgett was exchanged not long after
"Ya, und Patsy toldt him ein story what he
but it was two or three years before Dick
t'ought was funny,'' added Carl.
"An' so it wor, sor," laughed Patsy, "but neith· him again, meeting him in the South. Mary
er the l'yer nor Cookyspiller cud see the p'int married a very estimable young man shortly
ter the war, one who married her for he
·
av it."
There were sen.tries posted on the road as well alone, and not for a11y money that she
as at the camp that night. Quite late those at bring. Her cousin made no further attemp
the road heard the tramp of a large body of secure the money after his last failure, and
men approaching. They at once sent wo1·d back never saw him after that.
to Dick.
"They have discovered where our camp is," declal'ed Dick, "and we must move it."
Next week'•s issue will contain "THE
No time -was lost in getting to a mo·r e secure
BOYS AND CRAZY JANE; or,
ERTY
place. The fires were left burning, and were
even replenished, to deceive the enemy. The GIRL SPY OF THE JAMES RIVER."
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CURR EN T NEW S
CAT KNOWS ITS OWNER
"Baby," a small black and \\Thite cat, settl~d tJ:ie
case in which it was the bone of contention m
Central Station, Philadelphia , Pa., the other day.
Miss Katie Jones, of No. 422 South 12th. street,
swore out a warrant for Abraham Wemer, a
gr cer on the char ge of st ealing "Baby." The
ice 'of the Nineteenth District had "Baby" at
e hearing before Magistrate Carson.
After much argument on both sides, Carson
ered the cat taken . from its box. Without
sitation, "Baby" singled out Miss Jones, and
'th loud meows, ran to her.
Miss Jones said she often spent her last quarr for liver for "Baby,'' so no wonder it knew
best friend.
SQUIRREL PLAYS WITH CATS
Not all .the tame squirrels are on Boston Comon The Misses Bessie and Eva Eastman of
~. 622 Tremont street have trained one which
res very little for outdoor life.
The Misses Eastman's squirrel, whose name is
aibe" has for her playmates two great big
ck dats. The cats are "Gyp" and "Prince."
yp" brought "Maibe" into the Eastman home
day last April. H e thought he had a baby
use but eventually found that "Maibe" was
an~th er variety. Now . the two cats and the
irrel a re inseparable friends.
One day the squirrel got o~t throu~h ~ winand was discovered by Miss Bessie high up
a tree. A little coaxing soon brought "Maibe"
the arms of Miss Eastman.
0

war, Edward, the elder, going into the army, and
George doing whatever he could. He remembers
seeing his brother at the Battle of Bull Run, but
his brother did not see him.
Their coming together was brought about by
Mrs. Sadie Rankin of Greencastle, who was living with a family in Cleveland, 0 ., and while
there met a young negress by the name of Simmons and asked her if she was related to George
Simmons in Greencastle, Pa. She communicated
with her father, which led to the meeting of the
long separated brothers.
STEAMBOAT S MOVE BY A CH AIN
I n Germany, on the River Elbe, great steamboats move up and down t he river for 290 miles
from Magdeburg in Germany to Melnick in Bohemia without paddle wheels or propellers. They
have their own machinery in them, to be sure;
but that machinery has hold of a chain that is
stretched -along the river bottom from one city
to another, and the boat moves by pulling itself
along on the chain. At first sight this seems like
going back to primitive times. But while apparently ~lumsy, this way of going is just the best
that could be imagined for ships on the River
E lbe, because the stream goes through so much
mountain country, that it is very narrow and
very swift, and steamers going with their own
motive power have to use almost all their engine
power in efforts t o hold the'r own. But with
tbe chain, a steamer can tow four or six barges
holding from 1,200 to 1,500 tons, at a speed that
powerful tugboats cannot attain, and at an expense of only about one-third of the fuel required
by free running vessels.

WATER F OWL A PEST IN T EXAS
HY CAN YOU BLOW OUT A CANDLE?
Wild ducks, brant and geese were a pest upon
When you light a candle it burns because the
ted v.Q.ck heats th~ wa~ sufficiently to t_u rn it some of the farms of the South Plains region of
gases, which mix with the oxygen m the West Texas last fall and winter. They swarmed
and produce fir e ii: the form of l_ight. You into the maize fields literallv by the millions and
wit is not easy to light a candle quickly. You destroyed a big part of the crop. This visitation
st hold the lighted match to. the wick until the promises to be repeated this yea r, and so the
begins to melt and change to gases. - A s long far~ers are arranging to harvest their grain and
the wax continues hot enough to melt and get 1t stored early.
So well pleased were many of the wild ducks
to gas the cai;dle will bur!l until all ~urned
· but if there .i s a break m the contrnuous with this part of the country that thousands of
' ess bf changing the wax to gas, the light will them remained o'"er and n ested in the tall g rass
out. Now, when you blow ,at the lighted and sage weeds that border the ponds and lakes
le you blow the gases which feed the flame and brought forth large broods. Many of them
y from the lighted wick, and this makes a were captured and domesticated . In other ink in the continuous flow of gas from the stances .settings of wild due!<: eggs were placed
t o taper, and the light goes out.-Book of under chicken hens and hatched. But most of
the ducklings hear the "call of the wild" and
ders.
flew away~
It is regarded as somewhat remarkable that
EX-SLAVES REUNIT ED
wild duck s should have adopte4- this far inland
tale of the Civil War came t o light when Ed- region as breeding grounds. It is nearly 600
Simmons, of Milford Centre, 0 ., arrived in miles from the Gulf, where the wild water fow l
ncastle, P a., a few days ago, went t o the have hereto:Core been making their annual migraof his brother, George Simmons, took his tion . It wa s only a few years ago that wild ducks
and looked into his fa ce for the fi t time began coming to t he ponds a nd laKes of t his secthe Civil War, wh en they wer e the property tion in large number s. During the last two years
they have arrived in such number s tha t in the
slave owner in Virginia.
left the homA nf their master during the late fall the sky was at times darkened by them.
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.- Tim Turpin of Temagam
A TALE OF THE GREAT NORTH WOODS
By, .Ralph Morton
(A Serial Story )
CHAPTER I.
Tim's Friend

~n

Need.

"I'll get you, partner," cried a cheering voice,
"now, 'just hold there a minute longer. I'm coming down with the rope."
"I-ean't hold-much longer," came the weak
reply.
"You won't have to." .
And just then, a well-knit young fellow, clad
in the rough garb of a northern woodsman, swung
himself over a high embankment covered with
snow.
It was a perilous act, for he had tied a long
rope to a tree high above, and was lowering
himself hand ever hand, down over the side of the
precipice.
Far beneath him-at least eighty feet downwas a stream covered with ice, and it was half
immersed in this body of liquor that another
young lumberman was imprisoned.
"Steady, Tim, I 'll be with you,'' called the rescuer, who came on down.
He was too cautious· to risk a long slide.
He went hand over hand in his descent, and
at last he reached the lower bank of the deep
gully and hurried toward the ice.
The other fellow was half in the stream, for
needless to say, he had broken through, and was
almost frozen stiff.
"Oh, Bob, you are good to me," cried tile poor
f ellow in the water, as he clutched the ice cakes
about him. ·
·
It was hard w.ork, keeping up, for he had tumbled into a fearfull y swift stream, which accordingly was not as thickly iced as would have been
the case with a lake or sluggish body of water.
The current was tugging away at his legs, but
he held on gamely despite the crumbling of the
ice.
"Now," sung out the other fellow, "I've got you
where I can help."
He reached the ground at the bottom of the
high declivity, and then sprang toward some
branches that had fallen from the high trees
above.
"Here, this will pull you out," called the r escuer cheerily, and he stuck forth a long branch
at the nearly succumbed youth.
"My legs are about frozen stiff,"Bob," said the
one addressed as Tim, "but my arms are still
strong."
He clutched the. branch, and held on with the
great strength that had been acquired 'after several years of hard working with the ax and hauler
up in those tim00r regions.
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The other fellow, bracing his moccasined feet
against the rough ice on the edge, tugged ~nd
pulled with all his might and main, until the other
began to Nme toward him!
The iee- crunched and crackled, as if it would
go in every instant.
But the lad persevered, and pulled away, with
clenched jaw and firm hands. ·
The other held on like a bulldog.
"Now," grunted Bob, and he gave a final tug
which brought the other fellow with a rush out
of the water over the edge of breaking ice and
up on the ground with a bang.
"Oh, but that was a close call," sighed' the rescued one, with a weak gasp.
He lay still on the ground, for he was stiff
with cold and exhaustion.
The other acted quickly now, for he realized
that every second in the bitter cold of the Maine
winter would mean one more chance for freezing
to death, or pneumonia.
"Here, let me unlace your leggings," he cried,
and he whipped out a knife.
In a jiffy the dripping moccasins and leggin
were undone, and the lad's bare feet and 1
were exposed to the cold air.
Tim sank back in pain from the terrible biti
of the frost on his limbs.
"Another three minutes :ind you would be
frozen as a snow man."
His friend acted quicJdy, and began to exer ·
the legs, for Tim Turpin was helpless .
He was as silent as a corpse, as the other f
low shoved the legs up and down and bent
ankles to and fro.
"Steady, old friend,'' said Bob, "I'll have .
safe in a minute, and then it will be a case
racing for dry clothes."
·
But as he spoke the other youth's eyes shut
he sank back in a swoon.
"Good lands, I am afraid it is too late,
poor boy will freeze to death unless I do
thing desperate."
Bob remembered a trick which he had bean!
as being used in the cold northern lands.
He rapidly undid his own coat, rough fl
outer shirt, and finall y put his dry unde
warm from the heat of his own body, against
lad's freezing feet.
He worked with them, wrapped in this
and then he began his movements to increase
culation once more.
"Now ..for the snow treatment," he mu
and he rapidly began to bank the snow
the young fellow's feet. It seemed as thoug!J
would fre eze them in r eal earnest, but Bob
otherwise.
It was the only way to save them, for
rubbed briskl y until the snow began to
the skin, and to trickle down. Somehow,
entific reason, the melting of the snow
the skin will take out the cold from tlie
skin and will save from frost bite as no
can do.
(To be continued)
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
HELD IN JAWS OF ALASKA BEAR
The latest repor t sent from Alaska to combat
ithe sentiment in favor of preservat ion of the
askan bear, which has been a roused in the
East by Dr . William T. Hornaday of the N ew
York Zoological P ark, is the story of an attack
two expert native hunters by a large f ema le
rown bear in the Hoona g Sound region.
Charlie James, 19 years old, a Thlingit, and his
der clan relative, Harold Bailey, wer& hunting
r recently in the neighborhood of Hoonag
und, which is noted for vicious bears of large
e. The men h ad separated to r ound up a
"cularly large buck, when Charlie came upon
large brown bear wit h two good sized cubs.
Before he could raise his rifle the bear was
on him, knocked him down, picked him up by
back and w as carrying him away in her j aws
en Ba iley, who h ad heard his screams, ca me
the r escue.
According to the story Bailey told Dr . Pigg
en he arrived at Sitka on his gasolen e launch
· his wounded pa,rtner, the bear dropped CharJames when her a ttention wa s ar r ested by
iley. H e shot and wounded her, but did not
sue when she made off into t he wootl::; with
cubs. H e said he had great difficult y in getg his friend down the mountain to t he shore,
d t hen from t he rowboat to the motorboat,
ich was anchored in deep water.
James was badly injured a nd was ~aken t o t he
vernment Hospital fo r natives in J uneau,
ska , for extensive t rea tment.
This is one of many cases ~of vicious att acks by
wn bears in this dist rict which have been reed in the last few years.

MINI AT URE ORCH ARDS
certain boy with a famous appetite for fruit
overed early in his career that the t rees wit h
best fruit were t o be fou nd in wh at wa s called
0 "hospital" of his grandfather's fru it nursery,
iece of ground devot ed to r efu se t rees, which
e t oo small for customers, and which were
n t aken up and r eplanted. Many a fine f ea st
r boy enjoyed in t he hospital, but it was ' not
h ·1 he came t o a thinking age that he r ealized
these pa rticular trees bore fin e cr ops, algh they never ma de a strong gr owth.
e reason was simply that they were often
ed and that the ground round them was often
e over. Under st a nding thi i::, he began to inn uce a new system of fru it cultivation, that
h aking the trees fruitful and healt hy by keepe their r oot s near the surface, pr uning the trees
uently a nd moving them if necessary once in
ut two years. In this way the t r ees a re kept
fed a nd gr eat cr op s are produced.
0
old fashioned orchards t r ees are allowed to
to whatever size and in whatever shape they
and the grass is permitted to grow beneath,
food, it may be, for cattle. . But now the
rds are orchards in miniature, condensed

orchards, with trees only a f ew f eet in height and
generally either pyr amida l in shape or like little
bushes, and the ground beneath them is carefully
cultivated.
An apple orchard of one acre planted with
dwarf trees will contain mor-e than 500 t rees
shaped either a s broad little bushes or as regular pyramids ; and there will be space for some
700 smaller bush fruits between the trees. The
effect on the fruit trade that has been wrought
by such revolutionizing ideas cannot be calculated. The little bush or pyramidal trees make very
fine ornaments for lawns or gardens.
Still more interesting is the method of growing fruit trees in pots as ornaments for conservatories. · The trees, with their beautiful foliage
and fruit, are as decorative as any exotic flower
and would be well wor th growing for their beauty
alone, even if their fruit were uneatable. I n
certain gardens small orchards are grown under
glass-or chards of peaches, nectarines, cherries
a nd plums, while pears are grown in pots in
simple orchard houses without a r tificial heat.
"I
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Raymond turned around, and his face. became
ashy pale, though he endeavored to conceal his
emotions, and to appear calm.
By Col. Ralph Fenton.
"My goodness! How did she come here?" he
gasped.
I am sitting here at my desk, gazing upon the
"Let me kiss you, my sweet," said the woman,
beautiful moonlit landscape, throu gh which the "and then you will be like me, and we will all live
river winds like a silver thread; and over all, the together-you and I, and my darling Raymond.
distant mountains, standing like silent sentinel~, Ha-ha-ha!" and her laugh was enough to chill
tell me how weak is man, and how wonderful is one's blood. "You and I, and my little Raymond,
the universe; how like a beautiful machine, per- my pet, my angel."
fect in all its parts, and set in motion by a master
''Raymond, for mercy's sake, take me away!"
hand and mind that can control all things.
said the poor young lady, trembling with fear.
I have come across the history of a singular
The woman darted forward . and seized Esther's
being, while just now searching among my uncle's hand in her own emaciated one, and attempted to
papers for the materials with which to frame a · kiss her; but E sther screamed, and Raymond insketch, and as it is interesting, I will give it in terposed himself between the two women.
brief for the benefit of my many r eaders.
"Ha-haf you will learn to love me,'' said the
I know they will not blame me for making this insane woman, with a shrill laugh. "Raymond,
wandering introduction, a s it is a h abit acquired ·tell her she must do so, and come to live with me.
from r eading so much of my good old uncle's I am so lonely there in my prison."
notes, and, with this brief apology, I will proceed.
"For the love of heaven, leave us," said Ray.
Raymond Allie was a fine-looking, noble young mond.
fellow of about twenty-five, and was engaged to
A crowd was collecting, and E sther was bemarry a beautiful young creature named Esther coming more and more nervous and excited, and
Beaumont, rumored to be wealthy.
Raymond felt tliat he must get her away fro m
It was not generally known that Raymond's this woman as soon a s possible.
mother was insane, incurably so, in fact. and that
"You shall not leave me!" shrieked the lunatic.
many physicians had pronounced him to be tainted
"You cannot escape me! I will follow you, and
with the same dreadful malady.
He was said to have come from New York, but live with you, and love you as in the old days."
"Raymond, my beloved, tell me, in pity tell me,
beyond that nothing was known of him, but as he who
is this woman?"
was universally liked, that did not make much
Raymond smothered his feeling by a stro
.
difference.
His mother had "!:leen an actress, and had become effort of the will, and said, cal111ly:
"She is my mother!"
insane from study and excitement, although insanity had long been inherited in her family.
Poor Esther fainted dead away at these word
She was kept closely confined in an asylum, and and when she recovered, was lyi ng upon a sofa·
Raymond occasionally received reports of her con- one of the exhibition buildings.
dition, keeping the affair a profound secret, from
"Where is she?" she gasped.
"Gone away,., said Raymond.
motives of pride.
Esther knew nothing about it, and Raymond did
He did not say that two policemen had put ·
not have the heart to tell her, as he knew it would unfortunate mother into a carriage, and driv
her at hi s request to the insane asylum where
pain her, and could do no good.
She learned the terrrible seaet, however, in a uncle presided, but such was the case.
sudden and most unexpected manner.
"And this poor insane creature is
Raymond and she were visiting a country fair mother?"
one day, and were walking through the grounds,
"Yes," answered Raymond, with a great eff
mixing with the gay throng and seeing the many at appearing calm.
interesting sights when the event which I am
· "And you never told me?"
about to relate happened.
"I could not bear to do so, my love."
arm-inalong,
slowly
walking
were
two
As the
"But I might have visited her, and
close
laugh
shrill
a
arm, Esther suddenly heard
her in her loneliness."
behind her, and turning around, beheld a most
"It would have been useless. She is incura
pitiable object.
and dangerous to approach. She will be ra ·
A woman, unmistakably insane, and very shab- before morning. I cannot imagine how she
bily dressed, came shuffling up, and extended one trived to escape."
·
skinny hand.
"Poor thing! she said she was lonely,
"Ha-ha-ha! you are in fine company, are you wanted you."
not!" giggled the poor creature; "you will marry · "So she has said before, and has twice atte
the son of a mad woman, and come and live with ed to take my life. I dare not trust myself
me. Ha-ha! 'twill be merry sport. Give your her."
1
mother-in-law a trifle to buy a new bonnet."'
The poor woman soon relapsed into a most
Esther clung tremblingly to Raymond's arm, lent and dangerous state, as Raymond had
and with a frightened look drew away from the she would, and after one visit, E sther saw
poor lunatic, who held out her hand again most. could p. onothing for her.
pitifully.
She pitied Raymond from the bottom of
"Raymond," said the young lady, in great ter- h eart, but it would have been well if she
ror, 'who is this woman who stares at me so?"
taken the advice of her friends, and gone
NUMBER SEVENTEEN.
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from him, a s h e him self began to show signs of a
wandering mind.
She imagined that she would have a soothing
influence upon his character, and for a time she
did, but at last he began to be more violent, and
seemed to resent her being kind and considerate
t o him.
He would not go to see his mother, and once
when she gently remonstrated with him for his
neglect he turned upon her with the fury of a
wild beast, and threw her upon the fl oor .
Then he seized a bronze vase, and was ·about to
strike her on the head, when her brother, alarmed
by the noise, ru shed into the room just in season
t o prevent the catastrophe.
He received the blow intended for his sister,
and fell unconscious upon the lounge.
' Vith a wild laugh, the maniac, for such he now
wa s in Yery truth, clashed from the room.
Pa~'mond was founcl in the woods, nearly nude,
an,] raving in the most terrible manner, and it
required the combined efforts of several strong
men to secure him.
was taken to the asylum, pronounced dangerou sly insane, and put in a cell No. 17, in the
violent ward, and a careful watch placed upon
him.
One day he reached his han d through the barred
rdoor of his cell, and took down a thermometer
han ging near, the back of which was of metal.
This he contrived to make into a saw, and cut
hi s way out one night, entering the cell occupied
by his mother in the same way.
He attackecl the poor woman furiously, and her
screams attracted the attention of the keepers,
wl10 ran at once to the spot.
When they reached it they discovered that No.
17, as the man was invariably called, had suc·ceeded in inflicting such serious injuries that the
woman's life was despaired of.
The man was overpowered and locked in his
cell; but in the course of the next day h is poor
m other died, and was buried t he day afterwards.
No. 17 seemed to be aware of his mother's
death, and hughed and chuckled in the most idiotic manner, dancing and singing, and making the
m ost frightful noises.
,~.fter that his violent spells came on at interval s: but there was . now not the least chance of
his ever being cured, and he was sent to a public
"nstitution where such cases were received.
r:~· n strange coincidence, his cell there was also
eNo. 17, and it was not long before he discovered
l~ t, and insi sted upon bein g called by the name of
n"No. 17, and nothing else.
Tv:o years passed away, and in all this time h e
nf'l.adc many attempts to escape, but was always
'.oiled and seized before_he could leave the bui ld-

He

~~

'

itj _He was merely biding his t im e, an d one day in
,nnter that time came.
i< With a saw made from a watch spring, stolen
alrom another patient, he let his way out of the
sbell, and then started for the outer doors.
A rubber mat was placed in front of his cell,
d this he cut into strips an d bound about his
oes, so as to deaden t he soun d· of his foo t steps.
Wit h h is feet shod in rubber, h e m ade his way
pidly t hrough the corridors without arousing
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any of the attendant s,' and a t last reach ed the
office.
He knew every passage in the building, and
therefore experienced no trouble in finding his
way, but there was still a guard to be passed when
he reached the office.
With a frenzied scream No. 17 sprang toward
the door, the man jumping to his feet in order t o
stop him.
He was too late, however, and the maniac rushed
out into the bitter cold.
He had not had time to close and lock the door
after him, and the guard pursued him hotly.
With the speed of the wind they flew along, No.
17 keeping just far enough ahead to be out of
reach. the guard running with .all his might, a nd
resolving to capture the rur.away at all hazards.
He was an "Xcellent runner, and seemed never
to tire out, although the maniac was beginning t o
pant from exhaustion.
·
The two came suddenly upon a river, whose
swollen and turbid waters, thick with large cakes
of floating ice, <lashed along with terrible speed.
There was a brid~·e over the stream, but it was
in a very <lilapidated condition, more than half
of the floorin g upon the further end being away.
The crossbeams were some distance apart, and
were covered with ice, rendering the passage a
most dangerous one.
No . 17 sprang upon the bridge, closely followe d
. by the guard, but in a moment the broken part
was reached, and it seemed as if the maniac must
now be captured.
Not so, as we shall see.
'Vith a shriek he sprang for the first cross beam,
reaching it in safety.
f'rorn that he leaped to the next , a n d the next,
an d all the succeeding ones, until he once more
rer.cl1ed the boards, when he dashed to the land
and d!~appeared in the woods.
The rvbber tied about his feet prevented his
slipping from the icy beams and thus enabled him
to r each the other shore in safety.
The baffled keeper was unable to follow, an d
as hr> stood on the sound part of the bridge, he
had the chagrin of witnessing the terrrible fligh t
of No. 17, his safe pas~age across th~ ice-covered
beams, and hi s ultimate di~appearance.
He was not to be done out of his prisoner, however, and going to a place further up the river,
crossed over in safety, and at once b egan t o hunt
for the maniac.
At last. the party of searche1·s, for man y had
j oined in the hunt, came across him upon the railroa<l track.
He saw them, and uttering a hideous scream,
r an down the track like ligh t ning.
Suddenly there was heard the shriek of a locomotive, and around a sharp curve just ahead of
t hem the party saw a locomotive approaching .
They jumped aside just in time t o let it pass,
an d then ran ahead, the keeper havi n g seen something dark lying upon the snow by the side of
th~ track.
The maniac had been struck by the t rain and
hurled back upon t he g r ound, his head coming
in contact with a stone.
No. 17 was dead.
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TIOB SIX WOMEN IN CAB
Two men who watched the guests depart from
a whist party at the residence of Mrs. Israel
Riseman, at 1,902 South Troy street, Chica~o,
?arly the other morning, overtook six women ridm g in a taxicab and robbed them of jewelry
valued at nearly $5,000.
While the b andi t s were robbing one woman,
however, the others had the opportunity to conceal jewels th ey valued at $30,000 under the
cushions in the cab.
The robbers boarded the cab, with a show of
revolvers, while it still was in sight of the Riseman home, and Mrs. Ri seman called the police.
One man put his i·evolver against the head of
the chauffeur and the other held up the women.
The men ordered the chauffeur to dri_ve t.o the Albany Avenue entrance of Douglas Park, where
they snatched the jewelry in sight and fled
throu gh the shrubbery.

ITEMS OF INTEREST
FOUND OLD COIN
George Bunnell, while hoeing in his tobacco
patch in back of the resi.dence of Mr. Clell Coleman on College street, Harrisburg, Ky., found
a very old coin. It is of copper, about the size
of a quarter. On one side is the harp of Erin
with a crown of England above it and "Hibernia,
!)." On the other side is the head of George
III. of England, and "Georgius II.I. Rex" around
the edge. The date of the coin makes it 151
vears old.
PARTRIDGE HUNT COSTLY
Partridge are plentiful in Ru sh County, Wis.,
this season, in fact, more plentiful than they have
been for several years. It remained for Archie
Haynes to furnish concrete evidence of just how
plentiful these birds are. Haynes bagged , ten
recently a few miles north of Ladysmith. The
only "fly" in the ointment was the appearance
of Deputy Game Warden Soule, who brought
Haynes and a companion, Osbar Burns, before
Judge Williams. The latter fined them $50 and
costs each, plus $5 for each bird shot. This
brought the amount which Haynes paid up to
$101.82. The game warden confiscated their game
g-uns and an automobile.
HUSKY DRIVER REVEALED AS A GIRL
Several months ago "Jack McConnell,') driver
~f a dump wagon in Philadelphia, was arrested
~J\)Jlg with two other youths on a charge of attacking a young woman. The three were held
unJ er bail for trial and the case was to have come
up in a few days, but McConnell was again arr es1ed for beating one of his companions. It was
not the fir st time McConnell had been haled before the bar of justice for being too rollicksome
and ne had gained the reputation of being a devil
m ay care sort of a fellow.
The first case followed the assault and battery
charge and then came a big surprise. McConnell' s
grandfaJ;hcr, John Gray, seventy years old,
stepped to the side of the Judge and said : "That's
impossibltl, Judge; he did not commit the crime."
"Why," asked the Judge.
It developed that "Jack McConnell" is a girl
masquerading in men's clothes.
0

LAUGHS
Mamma-Edith, can you tell me what "faith"
is?
Edith (aged six )-Oh, yes; it1s believing
what you know isn't true.
Husband-Everything in this house is ou
place. Been having an earthquake?
been putting things in order.
"If madame will pardon me, this suit d es not
match h er complexion as well as the other. ' "The
suit is all right. I want it to match a bull up."

A little girl went with her aunt to see a rand·
new baby, and when she came home she exclaimed: "Oh, mamma, the baby cried until it Bent
its face all over!"
Pittsburg Man-What would ~ou folks do if a
mob of rioters should come charging down Broadway? New Yorker (busily)--Start a policeman
to shooting at a dog.
"Why, is it," queri~d the fair widow, "that they
always say a man 'pmes' for ·a woman?" "I suppose," growled the fussy bachelor, "it's because
pine is about the softest wood there is."

" I suppose you wouldn't believe," said the man· '
ager, "that it cost me $25,000 io raise the curtain
on this show?" "I do," replied the critic. "I'm
surprised that they let you do it even for that
price."
He-Do you still feel angry with me? She-I
despise you ! I abhor you! I hate you! H
Then perhaps you'd better break your engag
ment to accompany me to the opera. She-Oh,
don't hate you so much as that.
"Wl)y, Willie, what kept you so late? Did yo
have to stay after school? I'm ~iraid you ha
been n aughty."
"No, ma'am, I ain't ne
inaughty, an' I stayed after school to hear ·
yell."
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
ANCIE1~T MOUND DISCOVERE D
The Seneca County Historica l Society has discovered a prehistoric .mound along the Sandusky
River south of Tiffin, 0. Geologists ·ca ll jt a sa crificial mound. It is sixty f eet squa re and seven
feet high, and erected in a deep depression. The
surrounding banks, nearly 100 feet high, form a
huge amphitheatre.

·-----

WOMAN 'S BIG WAGES CUTTING FEACHES
Mrs. Margaret Onyett, wife of Cha rles Onyett of Oroville, Cal., received a check for $71.76
for her week's work cutting peaches at the Libby,
McNeil & Libby cannery in Girdley, an average
of $11.96 a day . This is about regula1: earnin.gs.
Mrs. Onyett says she is an expert m cuttmg
peaches, preparing about a ton a day for the
cannery; she says other cutters are earning $300
a month.

form value of "3 cents" by means of a surcha1·ge
in two lines of black Roman · capitals.
Although these emergency stamps were not said
to the public, but were fixed by post a l officia ls to
~etters handed in ov.er the counter, the first printIJ1g was used up by the Outport Post Office in
about twenty-four hours. A second provi sional
3 cent stamp had therefo r e to be improvised, and
for this purpose the g5 cent value of the s:mie
out-of-date series was utilized, surcharged in like
manner and issued to the public on September 14.
A new issue of postage stamps is in preparation
for Newfoundland to replace the p1·esent caribou
head type. It commemorates the exploits of the
Royal Newfoundland Regiment in the great war.
Delivery of the new issue will be expedited, in
view of the p!·esent stamp famine. Meanwhile
further printings of the current 1, 2 and 3-cent
stamps have been ordered from England by cabll~.

HEARSE USED TO SUPPLY LIQUOR IN
THE CHARLESTON CHIMES
PHILADELPHIA
While the old world boasts of many famous
Undertaking £ostablishments have been u sed to bells and chimes, to which clings the association of
camouflage a variety of .other businesses. in th~ s romance and poetry, there are no bells in the
city, but use of a hearse to transport liquor 1s · world that have haci a more adveJ.Jturous career
nusual.
than those of St. Michael's, at Charleston, S. C.
Federal agents raided thyee saloons recently, The bells composing it have cl'ossed the ocean no
nd included the undertakmg establi shment of less than five times-once a s a heap of t wist ed
or don H. Dell. Two and one-half barrels of metal.
~hisky were seized on the premises.
According
The St. Michael bells were cast in England some
~o th e Federal agents, who were aided by the
time before the Revolutionar y War and brought
'raiding parson," the Rev. Dr. R. E. Johnson, to this country, an exchange states. When the
!Peter McMakinus, proprietor of a saloon at Six- war against the old country began the Charlesteenth and Wood streets, rented a room in the ton peal was sent back to England so that it
Dell under takinrr establishment for storing liquor. might not be injured. Upon the conclusion of the
A hearse was used at night to transport the war the Charlestonians clamored for their bell s
iquor from the undertaking establishment to the and it became the duty of our first minister t~
aloon and had been in operation for a long time Great Britain to see that they were r eturned
efore the Federal a gents became suspicious. The His neg?tiations were successful and the bell~
~rtains inside the vehicle were draped down over
wer e, with much ceremony, reinstated in the
e contraband beverage; but the raiders, det er- church.
inzcl to learn where McMakinus was obtaining . Their next adventure came with the Civil War
Iris whisky, watched the mortu ..ry conveyance when the steeple. of St. Michael's was made a tar~
drive up and unload. The raid followed.
get for the guns of the besiegers. The bells wel'e
r emoved for safety to Columbi a , but when the
NEWFOUNDLAND SHORT OF POSTAGE
army of Sherman occupied that town the sheds
STAMPS
of the yard of the Statehouse wherein the bells
Stamp collectors have a rare .opportunity to en- had been stored were broken into and the bells
ich their albums. Since early in September the smashed into fra gments, the sheds being fired.
'ost Office at St. John's, N. F., has been suffering
T~e bells '".ere not, however, completely "done
rom a dearth of stamps, particularly those of for.
At the close of the war the pieces were
rw value, 1, 2 and 3 cents, which are in most carefully gather ed and shipped to Liverpool t o~neral demand.
Local letters had to be handed gether with directions a s to how they sh<iuld be
t at the General Post Office, where they were recast, the specifications being taken from the
JStmarked "postage paid," all adhesive stamps r ecords of St. Micha el's, which showed where the
tlng r eserved for foreign correspondence. But bells had been cast and the proportions.
·l a few days the whole supply reserved for this
It was found that t he firm of bell-founders
rpose was exhausted.
which had cast the bells in the first place was '
e- So it became necessary to provide provisional still in exist ence, consisting of descendants of the
lamps of the face value of 3 cents to defray the original firm.. The records of this firm showed
'ersea post age. On September 10, therefore, the that the proportions of the casting corresponded
lnaining stock of the obsolete 15 cent stamp of with those of reco1·cl at St. Michael's, and so, un :
jubilee series of the colony, originally issued der those circumstances, the recasting of the bells
897, in a pictorial design r epresenting seals was not so difficult a matter. Accordingly, 'for
an ice-floe, was pressed into the service and the fifth time, they crossed the ocean and were set
ed, after having been reduced to the uni- up at Charl ~ston.
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"FLU" EXPERI·
MENTS ON
MONKE YS

HAIR CROWN ON MR. BRIITAIN'fs BALD HEAQ
INDIANS' MYSTERIOUS HAIR GROWER

B~

J!1 h ead at the t op &nd b aclc was ab solutely bald,

llhln7.

The scalp was
An e xpert u id that h e thought the h air root1 were extinct, a nd

•II.ere was n o hope of my e'f'0r h avini: a 11ew h air i:r owth. ~

Yet now, at an ai:e onr 66, I hne a l uxuriant growt h of a oft, atronr, ·
h.atrous hair I No trace of baldneas, The pictures 1hown here are
from m.,- photographs.

INDIANS~

SECRET OF HAIR GROWTH
t had b ecome d iscouraged ai t r,.ing

At a time when

T&rioua hair lotion.a, 1onica, apecialiats • t r ea tmen t•, etc.,
I came a cr osa, in m.,- travels, a Cher okee I n dian
'"medicine m an " wbo h ad an elixir that he a saenrated
would crow m.,- hair. Althouch I had but little fa ith,
I c•v• i t a trial. To my amazement a light f u zz 1oon F r• m r urnt photo. I
appear ed. I t developed, day b7 · day, into & healthy growth, and ere long
m7 hair was as p r olific as in m7 yo uthful days.
Tlsat I w as astonished pntl lso;py
uprtssing my statt of mind m ildly.
Obviousl7, t h e hair roots llad no* been dead, but were d ormant in the
scalp, awaitinc t h<> fertilizing r,•tency of the myst eriou s pomade.
. I negott.a.ted for . and came n to pouession of t h e principle for preparini:
t h is mysterious ehx1r , now called K otalko, an d later h ad the r ecipe put in\p
pract ical form by a chemist.
That my own hair i:rowth was permanent h as been amply proved. Many
Photo wh1n bald.
men and womon, abo children, ha Ta reported aatiafacto r y reaulta from Kotalko.

u

How YOU May Grow YOUR Hair
\

My honast belief is that hair roots rarely die even when th hair
f&lll out throur;h dandruft', fever, excessive dryness or ot her disorders. I haTe been told by expert• that o ftenll!!!!lll!!llll!!~l!!!!lllll!!!!'
when hair taJ.l.B out the roots become imbedded
within the acalp, covered by iu>Td akin, so that
the7 remain for a time like 1>ulba or seeda In • • • • • • •
a bottle which Will iirow whon fertilised.
Shampoo• (which contain alkalis) and hair
lotions which contain alcohol are en emies to
the h.air, u they dry it, makinc it brittle.
Xotalko contains those elements of nat ure
which give new vitality to the acalp and hair.
To prove the GENUINENESS of Xotalko, I
will s end the r ecipe FREE on request. Or I
"'.ill mail a testinF. box of Kotalko with th e recipe for 10 cants,
Stiver or atamps, If ' 'ou fflt1'tion this publicatioft . Satiafy y ounelf.
You want to •top. fallini: hair, eliminate dandruff or cover that bald
BJ)Ot with healthy hair. Get the dime teating box NOW, apply
once or twice daily-watch in 7onr mirror! Addre• • :
-

PKEE

_

Fol' wometJ's '/iair.

~OHN HAR'r BRl'ITAIN11 BN-103, Station F, New York,' N. :\',

Tobacco Blindness
Although tobacco does not seem to do any
narm t o some, many a re injured by smok ing or chewing. One serious form is a mau rosis, a nervous blindness. Heart tailure,
eancer, nervous breakdown, etc., a re att ributed to tobacco. A book telling bow to
overcome the addiction of smoking, chewing
or snuff using, ~as!ly and quickly, will be
malled tree by the autbor, Edward J. Woods,
!l.'E-103. Station F. New York. N. Y.
CROWN YOUR T EETH

Our solid gold ebells looklik ereal

G1:i!I~s~·~.:ir!~F:1yo~:Ue°n~s~

Slips rig.ht on ova· tooth. readily

,_ ., u!~tY:~eca~:~1:~d~~ W:Ua~d~1~h:a~~

-~p"'l,..e, o-"n-!'ly"'J:'!Orc ., 'for 26c., 12 f or 60c., postpaid.

..

lllEl' rtOViLTY CO.,ff Stalio11P,P1pf,503 ,!lewYork, M.Y.

P APER

MA DE FROM
PEAT

BR ITISH

P€at, long u sed in Great Britain
and Ireland as a substitute for coal,
now gives considerable promise of
taking the pface of wood pulp for the
manufacture of paper, according to
an article ~n "Popular Mechanics
Magazine."
Experiments recently
conducted in Manchester, England,
demonstrated the possibility of making a usable grade of newsprint
from bleached peat pulp, and the inventor displayed samples of other
papers of various tints, suitable for
wall papers, wallboard, wrapping paper, etc. For better grades of stock,
it is p r oposed to mix t he peat pulp
with wood pulp.

Devotees of t ha
t heory that man
is a remote descendant of the
ape family will .
seize with avidi t y u pon the
scientific conclusions of medical
authorities th at
monkeys, • 1 i k e
folks, are susceptible to the attacks of influenU uder the
za.
direction
of Major F. G.
Blake and Major
R. L. Cecil, the
A rmy M e d i c al
School of Washington, D. C. , recently completed
t ests y;ith 22
monkeys to determine the effects
of influenza on
t he ape fam ily.
T h e monkeys
were inoculated
with B. influeI!7.ll
b y swabbing the
upper respirato.ry
tra ct with a cul·
ture of the disease germ isolat·
ed from a case ol
influenza! pneu·
monia which had
· developed in a
man. The virulence of t he disease was subsequently r a i s ed. 1
The period of in- !
cubation embrac- IJ
ed from t hree t.. ' tl
six hours.
'W
T he ex peri•
ments indica
de
that influenza u
ercised the sa
influence on m
keys as on
human fa
with respect
its be ha vi o
u1
symptoms, c om n
plications and
thology. The m
ical directors
scribed the
tion as "an a
self-limited
spiratory di
identical with
flueni a in

FUEL VALUE
OF WOOD

The fuel value
of wood has been
the subject of
more than one
<liscussion, an d
following
th e
therefore may beA
of interest.
ton of coal may
be taken as the
equivalent
in heating value
of one cord of
heavy wood, such
as hickory, a sh,
oak, elm, beech,
Io cu st, birch,
cherry, long-leaf
pine, and h~rd
maple. One and
a half cords are
required of shortleaf pine, Douglas fir, red gum,
sycamore, s o f t
maple, and western hemlock to
equal a ton of
coal, while in the
case of cedar,
cypress, catalpa,
basswood, red wood, pop 1 a r,
spruce, and white
pine, two cords
are equivalent to
one ton of cool.
Rosin in wood
·ves t w i c e as
much heat as the
wood itself, which
accounts for the
fact t h a t t h e
p i n e s a n d firs
have more heating power p er: ton
than non-resinous
wood.
It is to be understood that fuel
value depends not
alone upon heat. ing power, but
• upon rapidity of
r ~ur.n!ng, case ?f
:> 1gn1t10n, m 1 n 1 . mum smoke, and
n i f or m i t y
Pines
~ h eat.
i~Ve a quick, hot
re and are conc-o'Umed more raply than birch,
e...i i rch giving a
.saaore i n t e n s e
ln~me than oak,
B."thile oak is notl for the steady
t it p rodu ces.
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for a sonu!

Write the words for a song. We revise song-poems, compose music for
them, and guarantee to secure publication on a royalty basis by a New York
music publisher. Our Lyric Editor and
Chief Composer is a song-writer of national reputation and has written many
big song-hits. Mail your song-poem on
love, peace, victory or any other subject to us today. Poems submitted are
examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIO
165-E Fitzgerald Bulldlng
NEW YORK, N, Y.
Broadway at Times Sq,

BllfVALUE ,for I 0 Ots.

6 Songs, wo;ds and music; 25 Pic-tures Pretty Girls ;40 Ways to Make
Money; 1 Joke Dook; l Dook on
Love; l Magic Book; l Book Letter
Writing; l Dream Book and Fortune Teller; 1 Cook Book; 1 Base
JJall Dook, gives rules for games; 1
Toy Maker Book; Language of
Flowers; 1 Morse Telegrap,b. Alphabet· 12 Chemical Experiments;
Mag;c Age Table; Great North Pole
Game; 100 Conundrums; 8 Puzzles;
All
12 Games · 30 Verses for Autograph Albums.
the above'by mail fclr 10 cts. and :a cto. posta!(e.
Con•.
Norwalk,
South
,
.ROJ:AL SALES CO_:; ~ox %0
OLD COINS WANTED
$2 to $500 EACH paid for Hundreds of
Coins <.lated before 181!5. .Keep .H,L old
Money. You may have Coins "or th a
Large Premium. Send lOc. for new
Illustrated Coln Value Book, size 4:x6.
Get Po sted nt Once.
CLARKE COIN CO., Box 35, Le Ro;r, N. Y.

$

~.

O. D. 1

- A written Guarantee with every watch.

Pre.eat clYen with e aclt

;:~~·an~~~e.:1e°nt°l:0y"o"Un~ 'S:~.f!!a~~"cl>ii:=t!ef.· 2:i::'h~
1

Filled Watch Chaim $1 .00 extra.

CONIOUDAT&DWATCNClO .. Doi>t

e

222HOll.W-•t..-

WONDERFUi,. NEW DEVICE
g u Ides your hand; corrects
yourwriting in afewdah. Big
fmproveroent in three hours.

n~:~i'iiE~. ~v~W.~.~tg.~!'n\:
Dept. 39

HOW DID THE
SAND GET ON
THE SEA- •
SHORE?

St. Louie, Mo.

The sand on
the seashore is
nothing more or
less than groundftrst few dos f"S, Thous1'tnds rt•IlOl't wonderful
\lP sandstone. In
re~u1ts .
Over 300,000 hoxe~ u sed si nce 1!100
nil O\' tr the w orld.
Dr . H. Will E ide"• dealing with the
lJetlt. 629, St~ 1J o,.:eph~ 1\lo.
inanimate things
in the world we
find that a very
important e 1 e ment of all of
them has been
given the name
silicon.
When
the crust of the
earth, which is
HOWTOMAKELOVE'
(NEW BOOk)Tells how to Get
SORENESS
HEALED the part we call
j\cquainted; How to Begin Courtship
Sore or opeu legs, ulcers, enlarge d veins, the land and
How to Court a Bashful Girl; to Woo a
eczema h ealed wblle you work. Write tor rocks, and inWidow; to win an Heiress; how to catch
free book a nd d escribe your own case.
a Rich D>chelor; how to manage your
cludes the part
beau tolJ1ake him propose;bow to make A.. o. Llepo, 1467 Green Ba;y A.v.,Hllwaukoe, Wia, under
the sea,
your fellow or girl lovevou; what tode>
was a ·m o I t e n
before and a fter the wedding.••Tells
Cpred at home; worst
.1>1.. p>jo . No ... , It Itcuca.
~r.,
other th ings n ~ccss ary for l,ovf!'rS ta
mass, this silicon
know, S•m pl ~ copy by malt 10 eeatM,
~~~'l,!t?.-.t.
was burned, com.BOIAL !IOOB: vo.. Bo.a 9 l!o• .Norwal:i, (;OJl».
'ml~...
bining with the
oxygen w h i c h
surrounded everything, and proIt was when pby sidans said It
duced what is
w·ns im vossil.Jle tor J. M. Miller.
Ohio Druggist. to s urvive tile
known as silica.
ravages of 'l'uher c ulosis, h f' bPBy pressure and
gan experimenting 0 n himself,
contact with oth·
and discovered the Home 'l'rPat ment known
UR
ADD I LINm.
er substances it
Any one with coug-hs or inbecame stuck tofluenza s howing tuherculnr tengether, just as
dency or 'l'ubercn lo•i" may u se
it under plnin directions. Sencl
you can take wet J
S88Pounda
80 Pound•
Latest Photo
name and arldre•s to
sand at the sea· 1
ADDILINE
338 Arcade Building
Columbus, Ohio shore today and Ii
make bricks and w
houses and tun30 Days' Trial BE WELL AND KEEP WELL 30 Days' Trial
n e 1 s , exceptinf Ies
that in the c
we speak of
was somet ·
HELPS NATURE IN HER FIGHT AGAINST DISEASES AND PAIN
besides - wa
It increases blood circulation, strengthens and soothes the nerves, brings sleep to the sleepless.
that pressed
The Vigorous Man or Woman is Leader ol All- Don't be a Dead One at 50
stuck the Ii
You cannot realize .the benefits deri'fed
particles of
from this machine except you try it. Ono
together. Th e
'A\' f ' r - r ~ ~~un:~!1ID!~.col'f1n::uyo~eots ~~e~~~a~~~~
st uck toge
~ ' ~ ft 1~~~~\1J!~· r~~~:~tt:m~~~~b:;&~~';;u~;?~d!lling or
more permane
Oie arteries or hich blood pressure, be sure to in•
ly. Then, w
vestfg&te this machlne. F'or it wards otr and overcomes sucli aliments. Takes the place ot exercise
the oceans
and hand manipulation. Gives your muscles firm
elasticlt.y. Be neither rat nor U1tn.
formed much
NORMALIZE YOUR WEIGHT
the sandstone
Do you reaUr,e what this machine means to one
wanting in vital strencth. or suffering trom ceneral
found to be at
weakness, ne"ous debility, insomnia, constipa.tlon.
bottom of
headaches or pa.Ins Ull'Ough the back and llmbs r
s hores oft
/, !~!t~~ee ~~ t~~a~:~fti~.r prostaUc eland trouble*
Remember our ma.chines a.re not 'ribra.tors, but a
oceans. The
genuine health-helping, Ute-prolonging apparatus•
tion of the
.As electrical manufacturers we build high-!reQueq•
continually
t;t1l1l{fl;l#i ~~~~~hJ~:i~:
ing against
including our new combtnaUon machine, '
sandstone
~'!1;~~-:~rc~· t~roo!~at!tt~o: 0dt1r8ect ··~to~~=.
ually broke
ternatlne,. current, and two No. 6 dry celht
furnish the pulsoratlnc and atomtcal vibrasandstone
Invented and Patented
0
0
the tiny
~~·lbt~; !f ~c~!~tswti~~aJ;h :1~~~t~!r~l~
by Prof. J. B. Roche.
Your Sanitarium at Home.
which so commonly happens in cheap and tnferlot machines.
of sand
Our machine should be In every homo. Write for our trial offer and tesUmonlals. It Is for men and
w-omen who want to become healthy, vigorous and etllctent. Address:
and this
ROCHE ELECTRIC MACHINE CO.. Department R. K., GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN, U. S. A.
makes
on the

QUIT TOBACCO

Sin1ply send nnruci, no n!U \Cy, no obligation, und get nr. :...:hlers' freo 1Hl1\1Plo of Tobacco Boon.
No <·raving for tohaceo after

Elf
G01 re

..r.:G.t'=

TUBERCULOSIS

foj

The Roche Electric Hygienic Machine
•

4

50,g!! ~!!; !!!~!!!.Y!~!!&J

yYe are enormous sI?.ip~ers of pur~, fresh, h_igh-grade gro_ceries, etc., and
our cash money earns big discounts. With the publishers' co-operation we are going to
give you the full benefit of our buying power, and help you cut your living expenses
TO A HALF, OR LESS. Just to show you tpe scale on which we do business, we will
give away-absolutely FREE-to new customers, 50,000 pounds of the richest blended
55 cents a pound coffee in the United States.
.

·Ona
Pound 55c Coffee-Yours FREE
This coffee costs you not one cent-not a penny. It is yours FREE,
included in our great Trial Order No. 18, listed below. Read this trial order carefullynote the Standard Quality-then mail us the coupon in the lower right·hand comer, and
we will send you the entire shipment, with FREE one. pound package of 55c Coffee, for
your examination and approval. This one trial order will prove to you the wonderful
money-saving power of our gigantic, wholesale, cash-with-order system of doing busi·
ness. Here-on articles you need every hour and are compelled to buy every day-

We Save You $2.02

°~ro~"o~r:er

$1.98

Think of it! With the one pound of ·coffee, you save on one.order for

only $1.98, TWO DOLLARS AND TWO CENTS. How do we do it?-b11y1ng power. Get
acquainted. Send for Trial Or.der No. 18, listed below, and we wit1 surely convince you
that from us you can get better treatment, more quantity, finer quality and lower pnce
· than anywhere else on earth.

CATALOG BARGAINS

Cataf!,,F3;'eclals

SUCAR at 3c lb.
NEEDA BISCUITS..z.. 12.. pkgs., 35c
FLOUR at $7.98 barrel. '
QUAKER uATS, pkg., 4c
We send our catalog of listed bargains and our great proposition of a beauciful Parlor
Phonograph with six selections-Victor or Columbia Records-FREE to customers only.
To get both, and also the FREE one pound of 55-cent coffee, send 1us Trial Order No. 18
listed below. Simply enclose $1.98 with coupon, or in a letter, and this great Trial Order
will come to you AT ONCE. We desire to make a pleased and permanent customer of
you, and guarantee you the biggest value and 1·owest prices, prompt service and straight·
forward dealing. YOU TAKE NO RISK. Examine your order when it arrives, and un·
Jess you are perfectly satisfied and pleased beyond measure and aure you have made a
wonderful barg<lin-retum goods AT OUR EX·
PENSE, :md

~ Trial

i

Order No. 18

Only Sold Complete.

e Woney-Back Guarantee
d

Includes 1 lb. Coffee FREE
and Wonderful

~ FREE PHONOGRAPH
~t-

Proposition described here.

e n lb. coffee ••..••••••••• . •;:.~;

•re lb. sugar . ...... ... ...... .ts

.of ~~;a5~!-0:~Ci(e~1!~T~~>

Oa~C:
.ts

thel. ~~i~: ~~d;~~·.~~. ::g
thet';~l~~~d~)'.i.on. ~~~~ 1.so

.24
.38

3 doz.

fresh

e~gs

' h ~,:.;~..,~~?f~g~:~:.1~~ :i~
aC'\nilla Extract (toncen·
a te.~~l . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . • .45

ashwo~;~·~gi>OsiiioO:::__

tht
$4.00
rrad· l.oofl at the Sa11lng

, thi

Figure It 't'ourself

As the purchaser of Trial Order No. 18-you will receive
one pound of Special Blend 55-cent Coffee ABSOLUTELY
FREE; you wil\ get our private list of grocery bargains; and
you will also secure the great Phonograph proposition described in the headl:ne
above. Don't miss this wonderful offer. With this handsome Parlor Phonograph, including six selections-Columbia or Victor Records-you can dance, en·
joy all the latest music and have endless fun and amusement. Send order No.
18 at once. Mail the convenient coupon-NOW. This offer may not appear

F R EE

In this publication again.

.03

.30

~a slbout

WE WILL REFUND ALL YOUR MONEY

.20
.46

.23
.29

~~~
$1.98

Trial Order Coupon No. 18
CHICAGO WHOLESALE GROCERY CO •
300

w.

South Water Street, Dept. A-J ;;·i

Chicago

Gentlemen:-Enclosed find $1.98, for which send me at once your tnal order
No. 18. With this order I am to receive special Bargain Catalog, your great
Proposition of a Phonograph and six record selections and also One Pound of
Special Blend Coffee-all absolutely FREE. It is understood ii i am not satisfied
I may return goods at your expe~d you will refund my monev at once.
Name••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• ••••· ···•········· ···•·•·•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,

Ad<iru•·······•·••••••••••••••······················-········································•••••

, in.tou "Save $2.02
E.1cpreu Ollb •••••.•••......•••..•••.. •. .•. •. .. .. . •. ...•.••..•..•.••••••. ••••••••••••••••••••••••
OUR REFER.EllCE: ANT BANK IN CHICAGO
tic~e•References: Any Chicago Bank.
tga11\.............~....;.........:i1.i............................................................................
wha:

san1
.shor

OUR TEN-CENT HAND

BOOKS

Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No. 52. HOW TO PLA:L CARDS.- Giving !IJe rules
and full directions for playing l!:uchre, Cril>IJage, Casino, ];'orty-l!'ive, Rounce, Pedro Saucho, Draw Poker,
Auction Pitcll, All l · out's am.I lllUll ) vllld' popular games

/

ofNc:-_r~~.. HOW TO W RITE LE.TTJ<:RS .- A wonderful
little l!OOk tc1ling yo u liow to wr1le to your S\Ycctheart,
your father, lllOtller, si::;ter, Urother, ~mployer;. a1H.l, in
fact everybody and anybody you wish to wnte to.
~~ .

54.

HO\V

'J .'0

b.1££.l"' A~ll

.\i .\1" ~~ti~

l'J~1'S.

t.:Hviu,.... co1nplcte informution as to UH· m11uucr autl
meth~d of
raising, kel' ping, taming, l>ree11iug and
muungn1g ail kinllS of pet8; also g.1v111g lull iu:::;tt·uctious 10 r wul\.iug cages, etc: i-·ully CA!)l<11ncd )Jy twentyei"ut illu st rations.
~o 55 . HOW 'l'O COLLECT ;,'l'.Ull':S ANlJ COINS.
-Containiug valuable informaliou rcgartling the collecting and urrang1ng of .sta1uvs aud co1u::;. iiatH.lsowe ·
ly illus ua te1.l.
No. 56. HOW TO nECO~IE A:S ENGl:SEElt.-C<?ntainill" full !nstrnctions how to bt'come a Jucomollve
o 11 gineer · also dirLdions for l>uilu1ug a rnouel locomotive; toi;'etll1.'r with a lull uescriptiou of everything an
eugiucer shouh.1 k11ow;
No GO
UOW TO BECOME A PJIOTOGUAPH ER
-Co~tail;ing- u ::;ef ul inforinution r egardiu gthe came1:a
and JJow to work it; also how lo make p1Jotograpb1c
wagic lantern sli(\es and other trau.parcncies. lland~omely illustrated.
No. o·l. uow TO BECOME A WEST . POINT. ,' 11LlTAU :l c \Dl':'I'.--Expl<;lins. how to gntn . aclm1tt._auce,
'!Ourse or study. ex~1m1na.t1ons, dut1e:-', s taff of othcers.
post guard, police r egulat10n s, fire de11an111ent nud all a
uoy ,uoultl know to be a cadet. By Lu seuurens.
:No. oa. HOW TO BECO:UE A .NA\" AJ~ CADET.Complete instructions o fhow to ga111 adn11•s1on to the
Annapolis :\'am! AcadCL?Y· Also coutai11iug the. c~urse
of iustruction, de.cnpt10n of grounds llnu l>mldmgs,
llistor!cal sketch and everythin ga boy should know to
L>ecom e an otlicer in tbe United States Navy. By Lu
Sen11reus.
No. 64. UOW TO )JAKE ELECTltICAL )lACHINES.
-Coutuiui11g full dire<:tiuns for making electrical ma·
chiues iutluction coils, dyuamos aud many novel toys
to L>e ;rnrkcd IJy electricity. liy H. A. Il. Bennet. Fully

ill~~~r"t~~-

)ILLDOO:S 'S JOKES .-'l' he most original
joke ever pu\Jlished , and it is bri~ful of wit and hulllul'. It contains a large collect1on ·'()f sougs, jok~s,
couundrums. etc., of 'l'erencc 1\1.ulcloon, the great w1t,
llumorist aud prHcticul jok er of tile day.
No . 66. HOW ·ro DO PUZZLl£ :S.- Coutaining o~e r
three hundreu interesting puzzles and co11u1Hll'llws, w1tli
key to same. A cvm plete l.JOok. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW '1'0 DO ELECTRICAL TJUCiiS.- Conrnining a large collection of instruct!Ye .and hl!l'hly
an1usillg e lect rical tri<:k::;, tvgetnc1· with 1llu s trations.
Uy A. Anderson.
:No. 68. HOW TO DO CHE:U!CAL. THICliS.- ContainiHg over oue hundred highly awusmg and in s tructive tricks wll !J chemicals. Uy A. An(\erson. Handsome! yillu,trnted .
No. 69. llOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND.- ConLaiuiu g over fifty of the _h1test and l>est tri-cks use~ by
magicians. Al so conta1111ng tile secret of second sight.
iru uv illu stratecl.
No. 70. HOW ·ro )IAUE :MAGIC TOYS.-Containlng
full ful l directions for making magic toys aud devices
fjf many J<ind s
];'ully illu strated .
No. 17. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.Containiug complete instructions for performing over
sixty mel1canical tricks. Fully illustrated.
No. 72.
HOW TO DO SIXTY TJUCKS WITH
CARDS.-J<:m I> racing all of the latest and mos t deceptive "ard trick,, with illustrations.
No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WI'.fll NU:UBERS.Sllowing mauy curiou s tricl~s with fi ~ ures and the mag ~
ic of n111uhn, . u.,. A. Anderson. l''ully illustrated. ·

:No. 74.
HOW TO WRITE LET'J'J<;ns CORRECTLY.
-Containing fut! instrutions for writlug letters on alm ost nn.v su hjrct; al so ru ies for punctuation and composition. " "ith "peclmen letters.
No. 75. HOW TO UECO)lE A CONJUUER.-Containinp; trick " with dominoes, dice, cu ps and l>a lls, bats,
etc. Eml>racing thirty-six illustrations.
B.v A. Anderson.
F or sale by all newsdealers, or will he sent to any
address on receipt of price, lOc . per copy, 1n
money o r stamps. by

FRANK TOUSEYl Publisher,
168 We1:1t 23d Street,

New York.

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
- - LA~EST ISSUES - !l!l8 The Liberty Boys on Ki ng's Mo~ntain ! or, A Ho
Time for the British.
..._
999 " and tbe liliud Boy: or, The Str;mgest Spy of All.
1000 " R~ar Guard; or, Covering Green•s Retreat.
1001 " at "Ten Cabin"; or, tbe ;\lost Durigerous Place
in Georgia. 0
1002 " and the Mask ed Dueli st; or, Running Down the
Nigbt Riders.
1003 " Un(!erg-rou11t1 Battle; or, Trapped in a Mam•
moth Cave.
100-1 " Invisible Foe; or, Fighting Death in tbe Dark.
1005 " anu tiJe Headless Scout; o_r, Shatlowetl IJy Au
Unknown.
1006 " Vengeuuce; or, Punishing a Deserter.
1007 " and liill Cunningham; or, Chasing the "Uloody
Scout."
on Kettle Green; or, Hou ting Boyd's Bandit's.
1008
\Y atch Fire; or, '!'be Haid at :llile-Sq uare.
1009
Tn k iug Fort George; or, !tunning- Out Lemcoe's
1010
Rangers.
1011 " aud Captain Sue; or, II~lpcd Out by Girl Patriot s.
1012 .. Fightin g Prevo s t; or, \\'arm W ork in Georgia.
101;;
Banicadc; or, Holding Off the H ess ians.
on th e \Yatch; or, 'l'he Plot to Invade New
101~
York.
1015
at Fairfil.'ld; or, A Bold Dasb Across the Sound.
1016 •• Rag lJnrhor Sortie; or, :llarvelous \York \Vlth
Col. Meigs.
1017 " anti ti1<l Uip s y Spy; or, L ea rning the Enemy's
SN.·rt.•ts.
1018 •• anJ the "Wicked Six"; or. The Plan to Kidnap
Was bioi:-ton.
1019
aJ!i'iu ~.' l\latl Mary"; or, Fighting Among the
1020
1021

!mli,au Runner; o r , Thra shiug the Red Raiders.

••

ll~ ec"~u;~~k.'l' own; or, The \\ orst Place in Old

1024

"

102.)

"

?n tlle D (,llaware; or, Holding l!'ort Mifilin.
m \Vyom1ug Valley; or, Dick Slater's Narrowest Escape.
and ~he Fighting Parson; or, The Brave Rally
at hall1Yay.
a ~ ~~~r-1Jole Swamp; or, Cornered IJy u ltegl•

1026

"

1027
_
1098
102!)
rn~~

"
..
.,

1032

"

1022
1023

"

10:33
1034
1035

•.

1037

..

11

alll!. " Lame Joe"; . . 'l 'he Best Spy of the lteyo·
lu .10u.
on Piue 'l'r~e lllll; or, The Charge of the White
llol'.sP 'l roop.
't'hreat; or, Doing as They Said .
After Delnnce.v; or, Th e lloltlest Sweep of Al!
on a Foray; or, Hot Wt;rk \\"it!J the Uaidcrs .
·~n;~li;~~. Mohawk C hkf; or, After St. Leger's
1

an.d tiJe Tory Girl; or, The Sch em e to D estroy
New York.

Surr~t~nd ecl; or, A Dariu -; Das h for ];'reedom.

Lo_p; low e r:. o r , Bomlrnrtlrnp; the Stockade Fort.
With the Pioneers; or, At \Ynr With the Renegades.
1036"1'1
•,g,~;;:: II ope; or, I n the Tim e of the .. Hard

....

1038 ••
1039
10-10 ..

and Capta in lllldnlgbt; or, 'l'hn Patriot Spy ot
Sleepy Hollow.
Girl l•Ju emy; or, a Hard Foe to Fight.
Rifle, Corps; or, 'l'be 'l'wenty Dead Shots.
on 'lorn ll lountain; or, \Varm \Vork in tb1
Ilamnpo Valley.

For sale by. a ll n ewsdealer 1'i 7 or will be sent to any~~
dress 011 l'ecc>1 pt of t>rlce, 7c. per copy, in money or p

tage sta1nps, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Pub., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-•' !

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

By JAMES P. COGAN
Price 35 Cents Per Copt
This book contains all the most recent changes 1n tlM
method of constructlou and s ubmiss i on of scenarlOI.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scena rlo writ•
ing, from the mos t elemental to the most advance4
principles. Tbls treatise covers everytlllug a person
mu s t know in order to make money as a successta
scenario writer. ·For sal~ by al I N e ws-dealers an
Book-Stores If you cannot procure a copy, send 1
tbe price, 35 cents, In money or postage stamps, u
we will mall you one, po s tage free. Address
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New York, N. .I

~

,

